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INTRODUCTION 
Justification for the Study 
Value Qi ~ buildings 
Althougp the investment in a single f<. rm building is 
relatively low, the total investment represents an enormous 
c~pital. Farm bu.ildines in the United States are valued at 
over ten billion dollars (26). Iowa ranlts first among the 
individual states with an investment of over 794 million 
dollars. Any investment of such a magnitude demands consid-
erable study in order to lower the rate of depreciation . 
Properly designed f arm buildings with correct methods of 
construction applied would lower the rate of depreciation. 
Giese (17) states, ttThe American farmer maintains a 
huge in estment in farm buildings . Although not spectacular 
in nature, they exert a very definite influence upon agri-
cultural welfare by influencing the costs of production, the 
preserv .tion of farm products , and the standards of rural 
living. These factors are of sufficient importance to justify 
the application of most advanced thought to the matter of 
farm structures design . Nevertheless, workers responsible 
for the planning of farm buildings have been handicapped by 
lack of design data based upon adequate research. " 
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:n.fany of our farm buildings have been designed with little 
knowledge as to the effect of the wind on the building. Very 
few designers have t;;tken into account the large negative 
pressures on the leeward side of buildings which tend to lift 
the roof off of the building. From observation of wind 
damage (20), the lifting effect of v1ind· on the roofs of wood 
structures is responsible for more failures of buildings to 
withstand wind storms than any other one cause . 
Aceording to Giese (16),, a study of losses of farm 
f., 
buildings due to wind storms in Iowa, indicates tha.t Iowa 
farmers pay a large annual tribute to poor construction 
methods. Experiences as reported by Wooley show f'urther that 
poor construction is not peculiar to Iowa but may be observed 
in other states. 
The average annual monetary loss, in farm buildings in 
the State of Iowa during the period 1930-1938, was $323,308 
as paid by the Iowa Mutual 'Tornado Insurance Company . Such 
a loss is a great -economic waste to the rural people and an 
effort to eliminate this loss is certainly justified. 
The house, which comprises over half of the farm build-
ing investment, has suffered least of all when considering 
the size of investment. Alsof the pereentag.e of the 
dwellings damaged has been considerably smaller than for 
- 3-
other farm buildings as shovm in Figure 1. This fact alone 
indicates that it is possible to build to withstand windstorms. 
However , the added co~t vhich would be necessary in order to 
make a barn completely wind proof may not be justified. Still, 
' there is a reason to believe tha t through proper met hods of 
construction it is possible to eliminate a large per cent of the 
wind damage to farm buildings . 
Wood il a building materj.a;t 
Wood , as a farm building material , still holds supremacy 
over other kinds of structural materials . This has been 
partially due to che~pness of construction with wood . Strength 
and stiffness combined with lightness are other qualities which 
have kept wood first. Veight for weight , wood is stronger than 
steel . I t can also be grown as a crop without depleting 
natural resources and is easily fabricated . The ease of fabri-
cation may actually be a handicap if it is assumed that anyone 
can fabricate wood , as it is evident that poorly constructed 
buildings may be the result of the u~e of unskil led labor . 
Betts (3) makes the following statement about the design 
of wood:f'rame buildings : 
"In the designing of the actual structure , that is, the 
putting together of the various materials , common local 
pr ctice is the usual guide . Practice varies with locality , 
Precedent is a potent factor . Because of ignorance of 
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requirements, strength of material or engineering 1rinciples , 
the designers of some of our existing buildings built safely 
-by employing considerable more material than may have been 
necess:" ry others , for the same reasons , produced build-
ings that have failed structurally." 
Inadequacy .Q! present gambrel .Q.gg:n .£Q.Qf design 
Nilmerous designs of gambrel barn roof s are now available 
to farmers for use in construction of barns . However , the vast 
majority of these designs are '10t based on the fundamental 
nrinciples of mechanics . As a result , they do not render 
the service that better designs would give . I nadequately 
braced roofs anq roofs which have bracing placed in the 
wrong position are much more likely to fail in a wind-
storm than e properly br~ced roof. I n many of our present 
gambrel barn roof designs , sagging along the ridge is parti-
cularly noticeable . Others do not facilitate the use of hay 
handling equipment . Poor proportioning is another defect 
which is quite noticeable . A barn that is not properly pro-
portioned detracts from the appearance of the farmstead . 
Figure 2 shows a poor design of a gambrel barn roof 
and a good design of a gambrel barn roof . In the poor design 
the change in the angle of inclination with the horizontal 
from the lower rafter to the upper r fter is so small that 
practically no advantage was obtained by using this t :·pe of 
~ G<o D0sign of 
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barn . It is also much more likely to sag along the ridge than 
the good design . The good design also furnishes a l arger mow 
space in proportion to the square feet of roof ar ea . 
Object of the Study 
The specific objectives of this study are: 
1. To combine and corrf21ate the ¥ ork of previous 
investigators ; 
2. To correct the wealcness of the conventional designs 
nov.r in use; 
3. To develop rafter plans that are of value to the 
farmhl lder . 
The general objective of this study is to develop better 
methods of construct ion for the utilization of wood in the 
design of gambrel barn roofs . 
-8-
HISTO~iICAL 
The Project 
Project setup 
Project 563 , "The Ut ilization of Lumber in Farm Building 
Construction, 11 was initiated into the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station in 1937. The project is sponsored by the 
Weyerhaeuser Sales Com any and has as its objective the i mprove-
ment of farrc bu.ildings through the use of wood in improved 
methods of construction. The Weyerhaeuser Sal es Com any be-
lieved that many of the fcrm building failures were due t o 
improper met hods used in construction . I t was also believed 
that many of the buildings that were in good shape \Jere over-
des igned and th t through t he study o.f the nhysic.:.l and 
rnecha.nic<l properti es of -rood over-designinr. coul d be elim-
inated . 
Previous investigat ions 
Previous work on this project dealt mainly with the i m-
provement of the corn crib and granary . After con"' iderable 
study of the various r equirements of grain storage buildings , 
Richardson (24) began the project with a s tudy of the 
st?'Ue:tural improvement or the corn erib and granary. With the 
object, 0 to use materials more efficiently,u 1n mind., 
Richardson dev<!loped a self;...supporting grain bin partition 
over the eentral d:r1vewa:y ot the building. 
Crawford (?), the second man to work on this project, 
eontinUed the Vlark of Rieba7dson by devoting his time to tb.e 
struetul'al analy$1s and design of a corn erib,,. Re attacked 
the problem by designing with reference to the arrang;ment 
and functions or the various ptlrts of 1;he structure.. Crawford 
also studied and t .ested several types or bracing and joints 
that have possibilities or use in construction of other farm 
buildings .. 
Riee (23), the third man to work on this projeet, devoted 
his yearts work to the analysis and design of a rigid frame 
g.ambrel barn roof. In his work he compared the eonvention.al 
two rafter gambrel barn root with the thre& rafter gambrel 
barn 1'oof. The value of' using glued and nailed gusset plates 
at joints was studied. 
Lowery (19)• the fourth man. to work on tl1.1s project.. com-
bined and correlated the work of previous investigators on 
the study or the granary and corn er:tb.. With a more efficient · 
use of materials and improved methods of con.st:ruetion in mind, 
Lowe:ry developed a .set of plans for corn cribs and grain 
storage structures. Plans for a triple corn erib were also 
developed. 
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Until this investigation , further work had not been done 
on this r1roject. However, investigations and work carried out 
by other pro jects in the same institut i on have helped consid-
erably in developing better mPthods of construction for farm 
buildings . 
History of Barn Framing 
~ t russed r .fter 
The light woodframe construction of the ::iodern barn has 
been develo~ed through a gradual ch8nge of design from the 
massively frA.med timber b rns of ct half century ago . The Clyde 
Roof Truss and the Shawver Roof Truss (4 ) are roof trusses 
that supplanted the heavy t y e of framing in Parly changes of 
design. These trusses were strong and made a rigid structure . 
For several years this method of construction was popular , but 
it has gradu lly given way to a still lighter method of framing . 
~ braced rafter 
The braced rafter roof has become one of mo~ e popular 
types of framing in the modern bar n . This is due t o severcl 
reasons. The braced r?fter is a light , rigid method of fram-
ing. E ch rafter is a complete unit and can be easily con-
structed and raised . Thi s type of construction is economical 
and f its well into the program of utilizing wood as a farm 
11-
building materi 1. 
Gothic arch 
Although barns with Gothic arch roofs were built as 
early as 1885 in Isabella County, Michigan (12), it has b en 
only in the pas t few years that they have become popular. The 
first cur,red rafters were made of 2"x2° members with the top 
edge s wed to the desired curvature . Others were made by saw-
ing short l" boards, 811 or 10" wide and 3' or 4' lone to some 
desired curvature and nailing together with staggered joints . 
Later the curved rafters were made by bending f ur or five 
plies of l"x4n material into the arc of a circle. Each 
lamination was securely nailed to the other laminations . The 
modern design (21) consists of five to nine laminations of 
l"x2 11 material bent into the arc of a circle . These laminations 
are held in pl 2ce by water resistant glue and nails . The 
Gothic arch is becoming more popular due to its pleasing 
appearance ond the clear mow space it provides. 
Sumrn ry of Previous Investig~tions 
As one of the main objects of t his study is to combine 
and correlRte the results found by previous investigatorst a 
summar y Viill be mo.de of these investig~tions . 
Sch~eers (2 5) , in an investigation of farm building 
- 12-
losses due to wind , found from obser vation th~t many l osses 
were due to poor design and construction. The plate joint 
used in construction was particularly inadequate . I n tests 
on some of the conventional rafter designs no advantage of 
using a long brace from the stud to the rafter was found . A 
short brace fitting up close t o the plate proved to be a 
better brace . The greatest strength was secured by lapping 
the stud and rafter . All the joints used in the tests were 
nailed. 
Arnold (1), in a study of design of roof trusses to 
resist wind loads , found i t essential to consider the out-
ward pressure on the walls and roof . I n wind load tests on 
the Clyde Roof Truss , the plate joint was found to be weak . 
With the plate joint reinforced with iron straps , the truss 
provided a factor of safety of 2 in wind velocity and 4 in 
wind load. In studying the effect of roof shape on t he 
appearance of the building and farmstead , the gambrel roof 
barn was considered to harmonize fairly well with the other 
farm buildings . It was also pointed out that it was possible 
to secure as h trge a mow spe.ce as desirable by i ncreasinc the 
distance from the mow floor to the plate end and by making +he 
barn longer . 
Pickard (22 ) made a study of tht=> braced rafter roof . As 
the joints used in rafter construction seemed to be weak , and 
in many cases the cause of failures , the first part of the 
-13-
investigation was given to the study of joints.. The purpose 
of this study was to determine the mos t ef ficient method of 
connecting the members of the braced rafter roof. Tests were 
made of glued , nailed, bolted, and timber connector joints .. 
The glued joints gave the highest ultimate strength when the 
load was applied parallel to the grain of the wood. The re-
sults obtained in the tests of the bolted and timber con .. 
nector joints indicated a strong joint. The nailed joint was 
the weakest of all joints tested. 
By a. stress analysis it was determined that under ordinary 
wind loads the greatest moment on the rafter was a.t a point 
approximately two-thirds of' the distance from the pl ate line 
to the upper rafter. With this in mind• Pickard developed a 
new rafter that t'lfa.s much stronger than the conventional 
type. The new rafter failed only after a load equivalent to 
that produced by a 245 mile per hour wind Ytas applied. The 
conventional t ype of rafter f a11ed under a load produced by 
a 175 mile per hour wind . The use of glue was also found to 
increase the strength of the rafters. 
Rice (23) made a study of the analysis and. design of the 
rigid frame gambrel barn roof. In this study fnrther investi-
gation was ma.de in regard to the value of the use of glue in 
rafter construction . Tests using gusset plates for splicing 
and joining rafters showed tha t t he spliced member e.pproached 
the strength of the continuous member when the pl ate was glued 
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and nailed . The three rafter gambrel barn roof was found to 
have c nsiderable rossibilities in this study. 
According to stress analysis and tests , stresses are 
greatly reduced in rafters by usin: rigid frame construction. 
Using the s me r after design for tests on rigid frames and 
three hinged arches, the rigid frame failed under a load 
produced by a 120 mile per hour \7ind , while the three hinged 
arch fa iled when subjected to a 90 mile per hour wind load. 
In both Pickard's and Rice ' s studies the ndvantages of 
us5 ng stable shapes for the design of gambrel bar r1 roofs were 
indicated I> 
Revie\v of Literature 
Barn fr::>ming reguirements 
Servic~ reguirementp . In designing a barn there are a 
number of functional requirements that rrn:ist be considered. 
These framing requirement s must be provided in all types of 
barns . They are listed as follors: 
1 . It must provide adequate space and shelter for 
animals . 
2 . It must provide adequate mow space for the storage 
of feed . 
3. It must provide width and height that facilitate the 
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use of hay handling equipment \Vithout lowering the track too 
far from ridge •. 
Strugtural reguj,rements,. Strength, stability and rigid• 
ity are the structural demc:u1ds of barn fram5ng. The barn 
must have sufficient strength to sustain all loads that it 
will be foreed to carry.. Wind loads may cause excessive 
stresses, unless i.t has sufficient strength to meet these 
loads. The gusty nature of the wind causes large stresses 
in unrigid struetures., Joints are also more likely to loosen 
if the requirement of rigidity is not met"' A few extra 
do·llars spent in securing rig:tdi ty may add many years of 
service life to the building . 
A barn roof shape that is stable under all dead loads 
is desirable. The stresses caused by dead loads are not 
extremely l arge but over a long period of time deflection 
may be the result. With the resultant of the dead loads 
aeting through the joint s, the structure is less likely to 
lose its shap~ • 
. Economic requirement§ . The economy of a structure is a 
requirement to Which careful consideration should be given. 
In securing an economical building it is necessary ,. (1} to 
select a. barn size that meets the requj,.rements of the farm, 
(2) to use standard dimension lumber , (3) to use local build-
ing material , and. (4) to seeure economy of labor as far as 
feasible . 
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The economy of a building depends considerably on the f 1rst 
cost and the subsequent charges for repair and depreciation. 
The use of shoddy material and poor methods of construction, 
to secure a low first cost , may cause an undue cost of upkeep 
t hat will more than o\ er balance the economy secured in con-
struct ion. The roof material must be durable and mu.st provide 
protection for the supporting members . 
Cartwright (5) says , "Once built , it is desired that a 
building shall last as long as possible, and some care must 
be taken to that end . I t is easily possible ~o build a f rame 
structure which , if well maintained , will have a very long life 
of usefulnes s . There are , as lumbermen are prone to point out , 
any number of frame dwellings built in colonial days now two 
and three ·hundred years old , which are still in good c0ndition 
and occupied , in some cases by the descendents of those who 
built them. The secret for the most part is preservation from 
moisture , which means , for lumber , preservation from decay . 
Lumber exDosed to the weather also w:11 wear away slowly 
through disintegration of the cellular structure where no de-
cay occurs . " 
Aesthet ic r equirements . The appearance of the barn has 
a definite influence upon the rural people . Beauty on the 
f arm is essential to the maintenance of morale and high 
standards of living . The barn is an individual unit , and 
har mony with t he other buildings on the farm is not 
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essential . However, the barn should be well proportioned and 
pleasing to the eye, giving the impression of permanence and 
stability . The barn should be designed to meet the require-
ments governed by stoek and feed storage space . A large farm 
does not always require a large barn. 
Selection Qt ~ sizes 
An investigation by Barre (2 ) found 32 , 34 , and 36 feet 
to be the common widths of the m~jority of the barns in use . 
Figure 3 shows the results of the investigation of barn 
widths and recommended barn plans . I n more recent years there 
has been a demand for a 40 foot barn. 
The width of the lower structure is determined mainly by 
the space required for housing the animals . A more econom-
ical lower space is secured by using the 40 foot width of 
barn and shortening the length of the barn. The height of 
the roof is usually determined by the storage capacity re-
quired . Another factor that may influence the height of barn 
to be used is the wind load on the structure . An increase in 
height of the barn causes an increase in wind load . Changes 
in methods of storing feed and housing animals tend to change 
the dimensions to be used . 
Design .Qf 1h!l J2.m 
With the desirable width of barns in mind , careful 
35 
~ 
• ~ 
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consideration should be given to the design . The ma.in stresses 
to which the barn will be subjected are caused by dead load 
and wind load . Until the last few years little or no effort 
was made to take into account the wind lo d on the barn. Few 
facts were knovm about the properties of wood and its action 
under various loads . Local practice has been the guide . 
Materi 1 in the vast majority of farm buildings has be<m placed 
according to the estimates of local carrenters . 
In designing a barn it is necessar y to make a mathemat-
ical analysis of the stresses caused by the various loads . 
In the vast majority of the designs presented a t the present , 
no stress analysis has been made . A good many designs are 
offered that are supposed to withstand loads of high wind 
velocities . Some of these designs will stand severe wind 
loads as they are securely braced with numerous braces to 
insure their strength. The purpose of the stress analysis 
is to determine the critical points or places subjected to 
l arge stresses in the structure . With a definite knowledge 
of the severely stressed points , it is possible to locate the 
braces in the correct place , I t is also possible , in a poor 
design , for a weak member to deflect , causing undue stress in 
another member, which may result in failure at this latter 
point . As a result it is possible thnt some members in the 
structure may be overbraced while others l ack sufficient 
bracing . 
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The method of fabricating joints is another important 
point that nn.ist be considered in design of the barn. Joints 
have always been a critical factor in wood construction . 
Timber fasteners 
The joint in wood construction ha s long been reeo nized 
as a very weak link . The strength of woodframe structures has 
been limited to a large extent by the inability to furnish a 
strong connectinn from one member to another . Recent develop-
ments have made it possible to secure stronger connections 
than were once available . In many cases , however , these 
stronger f asteners cire not being used . A study of fasteners 
presents many interesting facts . 
Nails . Nails , due to their easiness of use , will never 
be comPletely replaced as a fastener in wood structures . I n 
some places nails give many useful advantages . For fast con-
struction they may rank f i rst as a timber connector , but when 
s trength is c0nsidered , they rank very l ow. 
According to tests by Pickard (22 ), nails offer litt le 
shear resistance . Immediately upon the application of a load , 
the nailed joint begins to deflect or slip . This is partially 
due to the small bearing arefl of the nails which crushes the 
fibers of wood under a small load. The ultimate s t rength of 
the nailed joint was also small er than the ul t i mate s t rength 
of joints using other types of fas t ener s . Other fasteners 
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used were glue , bolts, and timber connectors . 
Giese (14) writes , ttParticular care must be t aken at 
the joints. Nails ,. although easy to use bee. use of the ease 
of driving , re compar atively ineffective . It is physically 
· impossible to drive a sufficient number of nails into the 
end of a structural member to make the joint comparable in 
strength to the tiMber as ~ beam or as a brace . Where split-
ting occurs, what little strength the nail joint had dis-
appears . A few well placed bolts will return very satisfactory 
dividends, but still better results can be obtained by the 
use of timber connectors ." 
Few of the recommended designs specify any method of 
connecting members other than by nails . 
Bolts . The bolted timber joint is considerably stronger 
than the nailed joint . TLis i s partially due to the inerease 
in the bearin area between the wood ~nd the fastener . The 
deflection and slip is considerably lower and the ultimate 
strength is higher for bolts than for nails . Bolts are more 
expensive than nails and they are harder to use, as a hole 
must first be made before the bolt ca.n be placed in position. 
Bolts are convenient fasteners to use in temper ry construction 
as they can be removed 'I ith little trouble . The use of bolts 
in permanent construction of f arm buildings may be warranted 
if they incre se the strength of the joints, which in turn 
increases the life of the building . 
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Tj.robet connectors . One of the more reeent timber 
f asteners that has lately been inducted into farm bllilding 
construction i s the modern connec,tor ., The modern connector 
was developed in Europe soon after the beginning of the World 
War. Prior to that time casein glue had been used extensively ,. 
but trade barriers prevented the importation of the casein 
from which the glue was me.de; hene:e , the timber eonneeto:r was 
developed to substitute for glue . 
Modern timber connectors in general consist of metal 
rings or plates and disks th.a t , embedded partly in each of 
a.djaeent member s, transmit the load from one member to the 
other ._ •r1mber connectors have proven their value by use .in 
the construction of timber trusses . Connectors make it 
possible to use a much higher value for the allowable working 
stresses. 
Cartwright (6) ,, in discussing the po.ssibilities for the 
use of timber connectors in farm buildings , made the follow-
ing statemen·:: M"The importance of timber connectors in timber 
framing may be judged from the fact that they increase load 
bearing capacity in structures such as mentioned above from 
50 to 100 per cent.. Design , v1ith timber as a material , has 
in the past been limited by the strength 1f connections .. 
Bolted conneet1nns 'NErre capable of developing on the average 
only from 50 to 60 per eent of the allowable working stresses 
in the members.. It is possible in mos t eases with timber 
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connectors , to realize substantially the full allowable work-
ing stresses of material and the result is Lh t much gr er ter 
load capacity can be developed with the same amount of material , 
or , conversely the same loads can be provided for with · 
reduced footage . 0 
In tests carried out by Pick~rd (22 ), on joints and 
br aced rafters constructed with timber connectors , good re-
sults were obtained. I ndications were thu. t timber connectors 
had a definite place in timber construction of all kinds . 
The timber connector may be of special aid to the utili zation 
of lumber in farm buildin°s . 
Glued joint s . In Europe , as mentioned , timber connectors 
largely supplanted glue as a t imber fast ener in the World 
War . In the War of Survival it may be reversed in this 
country . The scarcity of steel for defense projects and 
priorities on steel may limit its use for tiMber connectors 
and nails and open the way for the use of glue , which is 
exceptionally good for connecting vood members . 
Although glue has been used in joining wood members for 
many years , its use has only recently been brought into the 
field of farm structures . At the present glue is used only 
in limited quantities ., as its durability is sometimes 
questioned . However ,. casein glue and other types of water 
resistant glues have been found to be almost as durable as 
the wood itself . 
In order to determine the durability of glue, ·i11son (28), 
Senior Engineer of the Forest Products Laboratory , made an 
inspection of glued laminated construction in Europe . The 
buildings had been constructed fro~ 20 to 35 years . In 
practically every case '·.he glued joints were in good condi-
tion . After a careful study of the use of casein glue in 
laminated construction, the follm ing statement was made ; 
"From experi nee to date it seems s afe to "Ssu.me that 
casein-glued laminated construction will last as lonE as 
solid wooden members of any but the more durable species or 
preservat1vely treated materi~,1. tt 
With the durability of glue equal to that of the 
aver.::ge species of wood used in farm building construction, 
it is possible to use it to improve the methods of fabricating 
joints. According to Giese (16), the use of glue in farm 
building construct:i.on makes possible the use of rigid 
fr me construction. By the use of gusset plates and glue, 
covering as large an area as needed at joints, i t is possible 
to secure a strong joint that is able to resist moment . 
Tests carried out by Martin (2C) show the shear ve.lue of 
glue to be between 300 p . s . i. and 400 p . s.i . In most of the 
pieces tested , not more thnn one-half to two-tr:irds of the 
material was actuall y connected with glue . 500 p . s.i . t o 
)50 p .s.1. seemed to be a conservative estimate of the ulti-
mate shear stresn of glue when the full surface is properly 
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glued . In each test glue developed over twice the allowable 
shear stress f or vood , which is approximately 150 p . s.i . 
Glue is capable of developing i ive times the allowable shear 
stress for wood . In most of the tests glued joints that had 
been subjected to eight years of service conditions wer e used . 
For this period of time the quality of the glue was unaffected • 
.According to Pickard (22) the ultimate strength of the 
glued joint perpendicular to the grain is one- third of the 
strength when t he load is pplied parallel t o the grain . This 
is due to the nature of these joint failures . The fibers of 
the center timber can be toin apart perpendicular to their 
axes much more easily than in the line of the axes . Even 
with this significant differenee the low strength glued 
joints were as strong as the joints fastened by any other 
method . 
The Forest Products Laboratory (27) has investigated the 
use of nails for pressing or clamping the glued members while 
the glue is setting . In the tests common 8d nails were used . 
One nail was provided for each 8- 1/4 square inches of area 
for the glued joint. The shear tests showed the glued joints , 
with pressure furnished by nails , to have approximately two-
thirds of the ultimate sher r value of the joints connected 
with high pressures . However , in t·hese tests the lowest 
shear stress was 488 p. s . 1 ., »1hile other stresses r anged as 
high as 1 •140 p . s.i . 
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The results of this study indicate that glue may be of 
considerable value for use in farm building construction. 
Glue used in combination with nails will add greatly to the 
strength and rigidity of woodframe structures . 
Wind pressure 1nyestigation 
The gr r->atest stresses to which a ' barn is subjected are 
those resulting from wind loads . Correct evaluation of these 
loads will help to make a successful design. It is possible 
throufh tests in wind tunnels to determ.ine a 1proximately the 
wind loeds to consider on a structure . However , most of the 
wind loads that have been used in practice are based upon 
theoretical computations . Most of these theories disregard the 
shape of the structure :- nd t Pke into account only the 
impact pressure of the wind against the windward surfaces . 
Methods .Q.t: calculating wind loads . Many fornmlae have 
been developed from time to time by various people in an 
effort to show the relat ion between wind velocity and the 
pre sure exerted by the wind on objects . The five most widely 
used formul~ e in determining wind loads are (1) Newton's, 
(2) R nkine's, (3). Hutton's , (4) Duchemin's , and ( 5) ·Smeaton•s. 
All of these formulae differ to some extent and none of them 
t ake into consideration the neg tive pressure on the leeward 
side . 
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For calculating wind pressures on objects perpendicular 
to the wind, the formula p : kv2 , has been used considerably. 
p is the pressure in pounds per square foot; v is the velocity 
of wind in miles per hour; and k is a constant. The determination 
of the correct value of k has given considerable trouble . 
Newton and Rankine, by purely theoretical calculat ions 
and disregarding the suction created on the lee« ..ard side of 
any objects, recommended values for k of . 0027 and . 0054, 
respectively . This fact illustrates the reason for so much 
confusion. In deriving the value of k , t he shape of the object 
was not taken into considera tion, hence it has no true value 
for general anplicrtion in determining wind pressures . 
The only recourse left in the determination of wind loads 
is experimentati n. By experiments it is possible to determ ·ne 
fairly close values for wind pressures . 
TP;perimental investigation. Wind pressures depend not 
only upon the wind speed and direction, but also upon the shape 
or form of the structure arainst which the wind is blowing . 
Hence, there is no fixed nressur e cor res ponding to a certcdn 
wind speed that is applicable to all shapes of structures . 
Almos t the only way to determine wind pressures on a structure 
is by actual measurements of these pressures, either on the 
structure itself or on a model of the structure . The variation 
of wind velocit r and direction under natural conditions 
cannot bn controlled, therefore it becomes necessary to 
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resort to the use of the wind tunnel. 
By the use of the wind tunnel the wind velocity and 
direction are easily controlled. However, there are several 
factors in using the wind tunnel that must be taken into 
consideration. The disadvantages of this method are: (1) that 
actual conditions of the wind c.annot be reproduced, (2) that 
the fine detail of the actual building cannot be reproduced 
on the model , and (3) that the pres.sure on the full-size 
building may vary somewhat from that at the corresponding 
position on the model due to "scale-effect.•• In regard to 
the errors res·ulting in an experiment on scale models , 
Dryden and Hill (9) made the following statement; 
11 It is the judgment of the authors th~' t the results 
obtained on a model ean be applied directly to full-scale 
structures without causing errors of any consequence." 
In considering the effect of \¥ind on any structure , 
there are two important questions to be considered . They are: 
1. What are the maximum loads caused by wind and how 
often do they occur? 
2 . What are the stresses in various members of the 
structure due to these loads? 
These questions must be studied in the order mentioned . 
It is practically impossible to determine the wind stresses 
without first determining the wind load. 
Dryden and Hill (8), in their investigation, used a 
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method of calculating wind loads t hat took into account the 
reduced pressure on the leeward side . 
When an air stream is blowing against an object , a pres-
sure p is produced . The pressure p can be considered to con-
sist of ps - pw, where ps is the static pressure and pw is 
....... 
that pressure caused by the obj Pct in the air stream. I f 
there is no wind p = ps and pw is equal to zer o . Wind pressure 
may be either nositive , negative or zero . In a structure 
such as a barn, the pressure inside can be as sumed to be 
equal to the static pressure . The res ·lting unit pressure is 
therefore Equal to the difference in pressure on the opposite 
surfaces of the wall or roof . The wind pressure pw may then 
be expressed by the equation ~ • r ( v~d ) wher e q is the 
velocity pressure , d the air density , v vhe wind speed , u the 
viscosity of the air , and L a linear dimension indicat ing the 
scale. For bodies without curved surfaces and h~ ving sharp 
corners the expressio~ J2l! is practical:y independent of wind 
q 
speed and size of object . Therefore .fil! : K or pw : Kq where 
k 
K = f (vLd) , and denends only upon the location of the point on 
u 
the structure . If the value of K is found for any point on a 
model , t hat v lue will a~ply to any size of the model at any 
v1ind speed . 
The velocity pressure of the wind may be represented by 
the formula wv2 , which is applicable to any moving body . For 
2g 0 
air at a temperature of 15 C. and a barometric pressure of 
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760 mm. Hg , the weight per cubic foot is . 07651 lbs . 
p : .OZ65lv2 : n. 001189v2 
2 x 32 . 2 
If v denotes the velocity of wind in miles per hour t 
P - ,.., 001189 ( v + 22 )2 - ... I5 
This formula vas used in calcui ating the wind loads on the 
barn roof in this investigation. 
The wind pressure distribution diagrams used in this in-
vestigation are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The di agrams for 
the rind pressur s on the two gambrel barn roof were designed 
by Pickard (22) . The diagrams for the iiind pressure on the 
three rafter g mbrel barn roof were designed by Rice (23 ). 
Each of these di agrams was approved by Dr . Hugh L. Dryden of 
the United States Bureau of Standards . They are also similar 
to wind distrj.bution diagr~ms as found by Fenton and Otis (10). 
... ' ~ . " . . 
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THE INVESTIGATION 
Justification 
The design of gambrel barn roofs presents many problem$ . 
Some of these problems h ve been studied in previous investi-
gat ions and have bee~ solved in many cases . However, there 
are a number of 0uestions w• ich are still unanswered or only 
partially solved. An investiga+ion of the unsolved problems 
and the correlation of previous studies are particuL rly 
i mportant in designing gambrel barn roofs. 
In the design of gambrel barn roofs it is impossible to 
determine accurr tely all the forces that must be resisted by 
each member . This is true for tv:o reasons: (1) It is imposs-
ible to determine the loads to which the barn will be sub-
jected; (2) It is impossible to determine how t he diffe:r.·ent 
stresses caused by ve.rious loads will be distributed through 
the joints to the different membe~s . The strength of joints 
varies with the different kinds of wood and the metlod of 
fasteni~g or joi ning the members . The efficiency and value 
of braces depends U'"1on the position, whether in compression 
or tension , anr' the method used in connect i on. Each lrind of 
wood is also a material with vari able quBlities which further 
complicates its use . 
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At the present, there are no uniform gambrel barn roof 
designs. In the Midwest Farm Building Plan Service there are 
nine different metrods of bracing gambrel barn roofs . An 
inspection of a number of gambrel barn roofs in Iowa revealed 
tha.t practically every carpenter uses a different method of 
bracing the rafters. It is quite evident that no one knows 
what is the best design to use. In some cases the Clyde 
Roof Truss and the Shawver Roof Truss are still relied upon 
in the construction of gambrel barn roofs.. '£he use of' these 
trusses complicates construction, as they are extremely 
diffici1lt tC' pla.ce in po"'ition The purlins between the 
• 
trusses ·1·end to sag, causing a wavy appearance of the barn 
roof. The elimination of the poor designs and the determi-
nation of a good , uniform design will he of invalu~ble aid 
to the fa.rmer . 
Until this study the investir ations of gambrel barn 
roof designs had been limited to an analysis of one or two 
barn roofs forone width barn. Obvir usly , it is impossible 
to meet the requirements of the verious types of farms with 
one standard barn width and roof. l\n analysis and design of 
several of the mor e common widths of barns, with t o or three 
different sizes of roofs , will enoble the farmer to choose a 
barn that will meet the requirements of the particular tllrm 
in mind. He will also be able to secure a grunbrel barn roof 
that is far more structurally sound th n the present gambrel 
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barn roof designs . 
This investigation includes analyses and designs of both 
the conventional two rafter a.nd three rafter gambrel barn 
roofs.. Each of these types of roofs has certain advants.ges 
over the other type , depending upon the partic11lar situation. 
Specific Objectives 
The specific objectives of this investigation are : 
1 . To determine stable shapes for the two and three 
rafter ga.mbrel barn roofs for the 32 •, 34' , 36 • and 40' 
widths of barns 
2. To compare stable shape gambrel barn roof's with 
recommended pitches 
3. To determine bending moments and reactions result-
ing from dead loads 
4 . To determine bending moments and reactions result• 
ing frmn combined dead and wind loads 
5. To improve present methods of bracing and fastening 
gambrel barn roofs 
6. To determine tbe most efficient rafter design 
possible 
7 . To work out deta:Lls of construction for the two and 
three rafter gambrel barn roof designs 
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Procedure 
Using the d· ta obtained from previous investi gatlons , a 
definite procedure was outlined. The different steps may be 
listed as follows: 
1 . Determine the most common width barns . 
2. Determi ne stable shapes for the two and three rafter 
gambrel barn roofs . 
3. Consider the rafters as a throe hinged arch. 
4 . Compare stable shape roofs with Wooley' s recommended 
pitches of 6/7 and 7/24. 
5. Determine allowable stresses~ 
6. Analyze the two r efter gambrel barn roofs for dead 
load and for combined dead and wind lO<:i.dS, with wind from the 
end and from the side. 
7. Analyze the three rafter gambrel barn roofs for dePd 
load and for combined dead and wind loads , with wind from the 
end and fro~ the side . 
8-. · Dra.w lans for the designed rafters . 
As previously states , the 32', 34', 36 1 and 40' barns are 
the ones most c0 mmonly found in Iowa . These are the four 
widths of barns used in this investigation. 
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Stable shapes for gambrel ~ roofs 
Desir,bility .Q.f stable .I.QQ.t sha"Qes . A roof that has no 
tendency to sag at the ridge under dead loads is very desirf'ble . 
For a roof to be stable, the moment at all joints must be 
negligible under dead loads . It is possible to achieve this 
by designing the roof in such a manner that the line of resist-
ance passes through all joints ,. If the line of resistance 
passes through the joints , there is zero moment at the point 
and the joints carry axial loads only . The rafter splice will 
then have no tendency to nove in any direction and the forces 
will h ve no rotat onal effect . 
If the rafter s plice has no tendency to move inward or 
outward , the roof cannot sag except through bending of the rafter 
members . Such shapes may be selected that the rafters will 
carry all the dead load and the braces will carry only wind 
and hry loads . 
Selection .Qf rafter lengths . For each barn width and each 
combination of rafter lengths , ther e is only one shape that is 
stable under all de d loads . In this investigation standard 
lengths of material were used for each c "'lbination . By using 
standard lengths it is possible to secure economical designs 
and to reduce waste to a minimum. 
Each stable shape was determined on the center line of the 
rafter members . The center line distance is approximately two 
inches shorter than the length ·of the outside edge tor each 
member. One inch was allowed. tor sawing of ea.eh ratter· member. 
This made the eenter line length three inches less than the 
length of the or1.gina1 member. Eaeh barn width was taken as 
six inches less than the :f."u1l width. 
lietluzsl .2!, swti@· The determinations were made graphic-
ally as shoWll in Figures 6 and 79 T'be met.hod used was similar 
to the methods employed ·by' Pickard (22) and Rice (23). !he 
loads were taken 1n terms of W1 whe.re Wis equal to the weight 
o.f one square foot of the roof. Any ehange. in the weight of 
the roof has no eftaet on the stable shape, provided the change 
is t .he same at all points.. Rafters were assumed to be spaced 
on two foot eentel"s, giving a load or 2W per linear foot for 
each ~ember . 
In the d.etermination of the stable shape roors, the width 
- of the barn,, the length or the raftel" ~ber$, and the verti-
cal f orees or dead loads w~e known.., The u.nknown eomponent 
was the magnitude of the reaetion R2, which is normal to the 
load line at the ridge .. , Tr-ial poles for the foree polygon 
were taken along the line or action or R2 , The 11ne o'f resist-
ance, being the component of the assumed foree ~ and the 
vertical fol"ee acting at the ridge, was started at that point. 
The length ot the line of resistance between loads 
was the length of the corresponding rafter section. 
The application of the vertical load, which aets at the 
. f 
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joint between the first and second member , changed the direct-
ion of the line of resistance of the second member . The 
length of the line of re sistance for the second rafter member 
was equal to the length of the corresponding rafter sect ion 
chosen for that posi tlon ., In the c ase of the three rafter 
gambrel barn roofs , there were three rafter members and the 
line of resistance for the thir d member was chosen in the 
S c' me manner . The line of resista.nee that ends on the center 
line of the stud is the stable roof shape for that particular 
combination of rafter seetions and barn width. 
Stable shanes .<;!eterm1ned 1 In this :part of the investi-
gat -1 on, 21 stable shapes for t wo rafter gambrel barn roofs 
were determined . Teible 1 gives the width barn., height f r om 
plate to ridge , area of cross section, length of raft er 
members , and the pitch of r after members for these stable 
shapes . Table 2 gives the same information for 24 stable 
shapes for three rafter gambrel barn roofs _. 
Al though somEJ of these shapes are not well proportioned 
and .Jilly not be particular ly pleasing in appearance , they may 
be useful in many instances . Very often a farme.r a1ready has 
material of eertain lengths on hand and he does ·JOt wish to 
purchase new lumber . By the use of these tables he can find 
infor:m:i tion for many combinations of rafters for stable roof' 
shaP;es , and the chanc es are that they will meet his need . 
The tables also indicate that it is possible to secure a 
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large variety of sizes for the cross sectional area of mows , 
using stable roof shapes . 
Rafter considered as ,g. three hinged arch 
All rafters analyzed in this investigation were considered 
as a three hinged arch with the ends hinged at the plate 
and ridge . This assumption was made in view of the fact that 
it is practically impossible to obtain a rigid connection at 
the plate and ridge. Nails , as pointed out pre iously, 
deflect immediately upon applying a small load. Timber con-
nectors and bolts give almost a perfect hinged joint . Only 
through the use of glue is it possible to secure a joint that 
approaches rigid framing . 
All roofs analyzed in this investigation were assumed to 
be constructed of 2"x6" material . This assumption vvas based 
on the fact that the vast majority of the barn roofs are con-
structed of this size material . In the final design the size 
of material was changed to c nform with the results of the 
stress analyses . 
Selection .Qf loads 
~ load . The dead loads used in this investigation 
are 1.4 #/sq . ft . for sheathing , 2. 5 #/sq . ft . for roofing , 
and 1.1 #/sq. ft. for 2°x6" rafter members spaced on 2' centers . 
In calculating the dead loads the v.rood was assumed to weight 
-45-
35 lbs . per cu. ft . This is approximately what the average 
material used in farm building construction weighs . The total 
dead load is 5 lbs . per sq . ft . 
~ ~. The ind load used in this investi gation i s 
the load produced by a 70 M. P. H wind . The pressure 11 l bs . 
per sq . ft . was calculated by the use of the fornmla , 
P. 0 . 001189 (V ~)2 , where V i s the 
velocity of the wind in mi les per hour . 
The wind pressure distribution diagrams used in this 
investigation were designed by Pickr rd (22 ) and Rice ( 23 )~ 
The designs were approved by Dr . Hugh L. Dryden or the United 
States Bureau of Standards . 
l!a.r.n Roofs i nvestigated. 
Each of the barn roofs analyzed in this study has a 
stable shape under all dead loads . The roofs are well pro-
portioned and , in general , meet the aesthetic requirements 
of barn framing . The investigatinn includes an analysis of 
2 - 32' barn roofs , 2 - 34' barn roofs , and 2 - 36• barn 
roofs of the two rafter gambrel bar~ roof type . Of the three 
gambrel barn roof type , 2 - 36 ' barn roofs and 2 - 40 ' barn 
roofs were analyzed . Information regarding the pitch of 
these rafters is :tncluded in Tables 1 and 2 . 
Method .Q! analY:s is 
-46-
The method used in analyzing the barn roofs is that of 
gr phic statics as outlined by Fuller and Kerekes (13) in 
their text, 0 Analysis and Design of Steel Structures .u 
The three conditions of equilibrilim of a three hinged 
arch~Fh : O,LFv = o, and 2=M : 0 may be expressed graph-
ically. Since a force is completely defin..:d when its magni-
tude, 11ne-of-actlon, and direction are known , it is possible 
to represent any force by a line . The length of the line 
represents the magnitude of the force to some suitable scale; 
the nosition of the line represents the line-of-action of 
the force; and the arrow head at the end o:f the line repre-
sents the direction in which the force is acting . 
Every force, represented granhieally , may be resolved 
into its vertical and horizontal components. Instead of 
working with these components , the forces may be drawn 
directly so that one force begins where the other force ends . 
The resulting diagram is called a force polygon when the 
final force ends where the first force begins. The closure 
of the force polygon indicates that LFh : 0 and L"Fv : O. 
A graphic determination of the third condition of 
equilibrium L: M : 0 may be made by construction of an 
equilibrium polygon . A f ofce may be replaced by any two 
components whose lines-of-action intersect anywhere on the 
line of action of the original force . Likewise , a force 
may be held in equilibrium by two other forces whose lines-
of-action intersect on the line of action of the original 
-47-
force . 
To construct an equilibrium polygon , a force polygon is 
first constructed for all the external forces acting on the 
structure.. Each of these forces may be held in equilibrium 
by a. pair of equilibrants , so chosen that the equilibra.nts of 
all the external forces intersect at a common point called the 
Pole . The equilibrants are then transferred to the space 
diagram; each pair of equilibrants intersects on its own force 
and each equilibrr nt~ being common to two adjacent forces , 
occupies the same line-of-act ion in the spoce diagram. If 
the equilibrants form a. closed polygon , the external forces 
are in equilibrium, because each side of the equilibrium 
polygon represents tro equal and opposite forces acting along 
the same line-of-action . 
In order to study how the applied loads are transmitted 
to the supports within the limits of a definite structure , it 
becoMes necessary to pass an equilibrium polygon through a 
point at each support and. a third point that lies somewhere 
between the supports . In this investigation of gambrel barn 
roofs, the two points of support are the pl~'tes and the third 
point is the ridge . After the construction of the equili-
brium polygon through the three points it is then possible 
to determine the moment about any point on the frame. This 
is done by measuring the distance from a given point on the 
frame perpendicular to thee:iuilibrant corresponding to that 
-48-
point, ·and then multiplying this dist nee by t he thrust of the 
equilibra.nt encountered . The product of the thrust times the 
distance is the moment about the point considered . 
By the use of the equilibrium polygon it is also nossib1e 
to determine the vertical shear and the direct stress in the 
members at various points . This is accomplished by determin-
ing the component of the equilibrant per pendiculBr to the 
member considered for vertical shear and the component 
parallel to the member for direct stress . 
The unit fiber stress due to bending moment was calcu-
lated by the formula S = MC , where S is the unit stress , 
I 
M the moment , C the distance from the neutral axis to the 
outmost fiber , and I the moment of inertia. of the cross section 
ab ·-,u t its neutral axis . The unit horizontal shear was cal cu-
lste ~ by the formula v : !2 , where v is the unit horizontal 
. I t 
shear , V the total shear , Q the moment of the area between 
the extreme fiber and the point at which the horizontal shear 
is desired , I t he moment of inertia of the cross section 
ab0ut its neutral axis , and t the thickness of the beam. 
The unit stress due to direct loading was found by dividing 
the total stress by the area of the cross section of the 
member . 
Allowable working stresSe§ 
The allowable fiber stress selected for use in design of 
-49-
the rafter members was 3000 # /sq . in . This stress was used 
only in designing for combined dead and wind loads . The 
modulus of rupture for southern yellow pi~e is 12 , 800 #/sq . 
in. (27} end for Douglas fir this value is 11 , 700 #/ sq.in . 
If 3000 #/sq. in . is used , there is still a factor of safety 
of 4 ,. 26 for yellow pine and 3. 9 for Douglas fir ; therefore , 
it seems that 3000 #/sq . in . is a reasoneble value . Also , in 
case one rafter member is unsound , the load can be transferred 
to the other members without fear of failure . 
The allo able shear value was t ken as 120# /sq. in . The 
allowable compressive stress parallel to the fiber was talren 
as 1,200 # I sq . in . 
Stble rn! shapes~ Woolex' s recommended pitches .2£. fU2. 
and ~ 
Until the last few years , stable roof shapes were un-
known. Various pitches were used anc recommended for use in 
the construction of barns . Wooley (29 ) p0ints out that the 
pitches 6/ 7 and 7/ 24 a.re to be recommended for use in con-
struction of gambrel barn roofs , as these pitches come 
rele. ti vely close to a line of an inverted catenary . Hov.ever , 
by definition, a catenary is the position assumed by a 
perfectly flexible cord or chain hanging freely between tv10 
points of support . The requirement of forces, in order that 
the line of resistance will form an inverted catenary, is 
that they must be distributed uniformly along a line• which is 
not the ease of a gambrel barn roof . If the rafter members1 of 
the gambrel barn roof' were infinitely short in length, then the 
line of resistance would apprortch a catenary. 
ln an effort to determine the difference in Wooley's 
recommended pitches of 6/7 and 7/24 and stable roof shapes,. 
drawings were ma.de of grunbrel barn roofs, usi.rig these pitches. 
Then, through the same points at the pl ate and ridge, stable 
roof shapes were drawn . These shapes showed the actual line 
of resistance that the forces should follow,. TJ is procedure 
was followed on the 32• , 34t ,36 '& 40' \Vidths of the two rafter 
gambrel roof barns,. Figures 8, 9,, and 10 show a. gr:aphieal 
comparison of the pitches and stable shapes. ln each ease 
the line of resistance of the stable shape f*ell outside the 
line the pitches followed. In case a relatively heavy 
hay track is f a.stened at the ridge , it rri.ight be an advantage 
to have a roof shape with the line of resistance slightly 
outside,. The hay track would give a slightly l arger vertical 
load which would tend to make the slpps of the l.ine of 
resistance a little greater,., 
Moments at the rafter joints were calculated algebra-
ically for gambrel barn roofs using the recommended pitches . 
Table 3 shows the results of this investiga tion,. The greatest 
moment was 1808 in,. lbs,. on the 40 1 barn. This monent , 
although not very l arge,, is capable of causing deflection at 
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\0.<C:>W 
c:e.:s· 
Rec.ornl-nended 
P\1-ch --z.. 
Leo<;::rth of Raf i"ers on <t. 
5ta\:::ile 5hape Rao~ 
Upper: \0'-4" 
Lower: r~,'-1c»· 
R.ec:amrnend.e.d. P\tc.h 
Upper: .\O'....\" 
Lower.: \3~\0" 
~s'-g" 
s \0 
5ca\e \n Fee+ 
\ObW 
b 
c. 
l4W 
d 
\4-W 
d 
0 \0 c.o --5ca\e in W's 
W = WT. of roof per. :::,q. ft . 
'.7\g.o- C-.on ;pcTr\50n of 5tab\e Shope W\-7\i V/o o\e.y'-5 
kecc.>n ffne.nded Pitche5 of <o/7 and Yc.4 . 
"32' wic.l,.-\"\' - G. rc:xf-Te'· - Dead loac\. 
10.GW 
R ~ccwL 
Q) I I 
< 0 
. r "..;r1 
I { J ..-
1 ---
1 
c 
Recommended 
Pi-1-ch 
1._.e~ :gtn 07' 'R.ufter5 o n cf. 
S·toble Snape Roof 
Upper ! l0'-5.~" 
L o w e r! 1!':./-10 " 
Rec::0mrn8nderl Pi ten 
Upper: !O'-c:." 
Lower: \5'-\0" 
5 10 
5c:a )e \n r ee-r 
\Cl.GW 
b 
(,.GW 
\ 
c. 
lGW 
d 
0 10 20 
I --- -7 Scale in W's 
W -:=. Wt. o-f r oof per ~q.ft. 
:==-1'-~l <;:; --Compar1son o f Stobie Shape with Woo1e tJ'S 
R.ecomn1ended Pitc hes o f '°A cJnd ~/24. 
2'~; w\d.Y\) - c r af -fe r - Dea.cl \ oo.d 
' ' 
'2.ec:om rn endGd 
P\"tc:h 
2.7.5W 
l.e.nqt\1 of 'lf2.af-t<-: rs o nct_ 
. 5'tcb\e Shape 12.oof 
Upper: \ \1-0 'I~ 
Lower~ \5~\0~ 
12.eco rnmencied Py\-c.h 
Upper: \ \ '-'3 ~­
Low.or : ~ s'- \0. 
5 
Cl 
l \.'OW 
b 
d 
5c.a\e \n W1~ 
w=w-t.of r ooT' per.sq.-rt". 
~:g. \0 Cornpor\5on of" 5-tab\e 5hape with 
V/o<_, \e '-j '5 R.ecommende.d P1-tche5 o-t ~ and ~+. 
361 wi<i-T'\·1-?.. ro.f-ter-Decid \oa.ci . 
the joint . This is especially true if the members are connected 
by nails (22). 
Table 3.. Moments at Rafter Joints 
Using 6/7 and 7/24 Pitches 
Width of Barn 
feet 
32 
34 
36 
40 
Moment 
in.lbs . 
524 
780 
725 
1808 
Another objection to the above recommended pitches is that 
they do no~ utilize standard length lumber . This necessitates 
the loss of some material due to sawing , which increases the 
cost of the building •. 
After this investigation it was believed that a complete 
stress analysis of a stPble roof shape and a roof constructed 
with the above pitches should be made . Bending moments were 
calculated algebraically at each of 11 points along the rafter 
members for both roofs. A surmnary of the bending moments , 
shears , and stresses is shown in Table 4. Figure 11 repre-
sents a graphic analysis of the results . 
Result§: . The maximum bending moment in the lower rafter 
member for Wooley"s pi tches was 2"'400 in. lbs. The maximum 
bending moment in the lower rai'ter member for the stable roof 
Table 4. S1immary of Moments, Shears, and Stresses 
Ratter Under Dead Load Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Wooley•s Recommended Pitches nf 6/7 and 7/24 
34' Ba:rn with 2"x6" x 101 -4" &: 16' Rafter Members 
Table S. Summary of Moments, Shears, and Stresses 
Batter Under Dead Load Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Stable Root Shape for Same Barn as Above 
with Ridge of Equal Height 
34' Barn with 2ffx6" x 10' - 7·1/2" x 16' 
l I 0.001 286: 01 o.o. 40: 6.57: 2a~: 31.00 
l f 3.081 286s+ 883: 103.11 40t 6.57: 28~1 31.00 
2 I b.741 248:+1,920: 224.11 20t .3.29: 24 I 27.16 
3 : .981 214:+1.,9201 224.ls lt 0.161 213• 23.t2 
4 t 6.0lt . 180t + l '"0801 126.11 18t 2.96-t 179: 19. 0 
B : 0.001 148: Oa 0.01 381 6 .• 24r 143: 15'.66 
l I 4.8~: 148: 715: 83.;: 48t ?.88: 141: 15.43 111.2 t 130:+1,46~: 171 •. 11 24: 3.84: 128: 14.02 
7 :12.72t ll6t+l,47t' 1~2.2: lt 0.16~ 116: 12.70 
8 : 7.211 102:+ 73 .: 5.9: 221 3.611 1041 u.39 
c t 0 00 : Os 0 O• 46: 6: t 
Horizon ta React on A = ertieal Reaction A = 2 
*Positive sign denotes tension on inner fiber. 
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shape was 1 , 920 in. lbs . The maximum bending moment in the 
upper rafter member for Wooley's pitches was 1 , 930 in .lbs . 
The maximu.-rn bending moment in the upp<'n· rafter member for the 
stable roof shape was 1 , 473 in. lbs . The horizontal shear 
and the direet stress were approximately the same for Wooley•s 
pitches and the stable :roof shape . 
These results indicate clee..rly the reason ror sagging 
along the ridge . Not only is there moment at the joints of 
the rafters , when the recommended pitches are used, but there 
is a considerably larger moment at the middle of the rafter 
member , as compared to the moment at the same point on the 
stable roof shape . 
Conclusions .• 
l . Standard pitches do not utilize standard lengths of 
material. in most cases . 
2. Stable roof shapes utilize standard lengths of 
material . 
3. For the same height and width of barn the stable 
roof shape furnishes more mow space . 
4 . Bending m-:·.1mEmt at the joints of the rafter members, 
resultin.g from the use of Wooley •s pitches of 6/7 and 7/ 24 ,. 
may cause deflection .of the joints which result in sagging 
along the ridge . 
5.. The bending moment is l arger in the middle of the 
rafter members of the recommended pitches than it is at the 
- 58-
corresponding point on the stable roof shape . 
Stress an§lv§es .s2f. .1!Q. rafter gambrel barn roofs 
The method used in making analyses of the barn roofs in 
this investigation is described on page 4?. The procedure 
may be summarized as follows : 
1 . Roof loads were determined . 
2 . A space diagram of the roof was constructed. 
3. Loads were placed at the center of each of four equal 
divisions of each rafter member and a force polygon was con-
structed using the determined loads . 
4 . An equilibrium polygon was passed through the three 
hinged points . 
5. 
6. 
Reactions at the hinged points were determined . 
Eccentric1 ties and thrusts 11 ere scaled and the 
moments calculated at the points of 10;:1ding and at each rafter 
joint . 
7. Vertical shear and direct stresses were scaled. 
8 . Unit stresses due to moment , shear, and direct 
stress were calculated. 
~ ~ stress analyses ,gf. tbe Ji'...an.1 3.§.• bgrn roofs 
34 ' barn with 141 and 12' rafters . A grcphic stress 
analysis of this barn is presented in Figure 12 . Table 6 
shows a summary of the moments , shears , and stresses taken 
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Table 6. Summary of Moments! Shears, and Stresses 
Rafter Under Dead Load 
: 
• • 
• • 
: 
: 
: 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
· 34' Barn w1 th 2" x6" x 14' & 12' Rafter Members 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Table 7. Summary of Moments! Shears, and Stresses 
Rafter Uncter Dead Load 
A • 0 • •· • 
1 : 2.86: 
2 : 6.~7: 
3 : 7. 2: 
4 : 4.34: 
B • 0 • • .
5 : 5.86: 
6 :13.50: 
~ 115.32: 
: 8.34: 
c : 0 • • 
36' Barn with 2°x6" x 16' & 12' Rafter Members 
Hi nged at Plate and Ridge 
361: 0: Ot 5.8!: 298: 32.60 
301:+ 860: 100.5: 5.81: 2981 32.60 
264:+1,788: 208.7: 2.96: 26~: 28.80 
228:+1,771: 20'/.0: 0 : 22 : 24.96 
194:+ 841: 97.3: ~-29: 192: 21.10 
163:. O: • .54: 154: 16.86 • 
163: 955: 111.5: 8.541 154: 16.86 
141:+1,905: 222.5': 3.941 140: 15.32 
124:+1,900: 221.8: 0 .: 124: 13.58 
l~&+ 940: 109.8: 4.27: 109: 11.92 
1 1 0•' 
Horizontal Reac ion A = 1 
from this analysis . The moments in this analysis were all 
~ calculated algebraicall y and checked graphically. 
The maximum bending moment f ound was 1, 915 in. lbs at 
point 6. This moment produces a fiber stress of 223 .6 #/ sq . in., 
which is well under the allowable working value . No moment 
is created at the r aft er joi nt as a stable roof shape was 
used in t he analysis . 
The maximum horizontal shear is 8. 54 #/sq . in. Since the 
allowable value varies :from 120 #/sq,. in . t-o 150 #/sq. in., this 
is of no concern in a r oof subjected to dead load . 
The maxinmm direct fiber stress is 30 . 54 #/sq.in. at the 
plate~ 'l'he llowi:1 ble value is 1 , 200 #/sq.in.; hence, this has 
no effect on the design. 
The horizontal reaction at the plate ( point A) is 106# 
and the vertical reaction a t the same point is 260#, which 
is equal to the dead load on that side . 
~ barn .?!llll l.2.' ~md Jg' rafters. A graphic stress 
analysis of this barn is presented in Figure 13 . Table 7 shows 
a summary of the moments , shears, and stresses determined 
in t his analysis . The moments in this analysis were calculated 
algebr aically and checked graphically . 
The maxinru.m bending moment found in the analysis was 
1 ,905 in. lbs . at point 6. This value is slightly less than 
the maximum be ,,ding Moment found in the analysis of the 34' 
barn. This decrease was due to the increase in the inclination 
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of angle of the rafter with the horinzontal , thereby decreas-
ing the horizontal comnonent of the rafter length . The maxi-
mum bending moment in the lower rafter member was found to be 
1,788 in. lbs. This is a 29 per cent increase in the moment 
found at the corresponding point on the 34' barn roof . Again, 
no momenc was f ound at the r after joint. The maximum fiber 
stress created by the bending moment is 222.5 #/sq . in. 
The maximum horizontal shear is 8 . 54 #/sq.in . This ag<:· in 
indicates that the horizontel shear is of no concern in 
designing a roof subjected to dead load . 
The maximum direct fiber stress is 32.6 #/sq.in., 
which is of no concern in this analysis . 
The horizontal reaction at the pl ate (point A) is 108# 
and the vertical reaction is 280# . 
Conclusions. 
1. Moments, shears, and stresses created by dead loads 
. on st()ble shape roofs are not important factors in design . 
2. The bending moment at all joints of stable roof 
shapes is zero under dead load . 
3. Reactions at the plates of roofs subjected to dead 
load are of little concern in designing the connection be-
t een the rafter and the pl ate and studding . 
- 64-
Combined ~ a.nd wind l Qad stress analysis , ~· ·.b.ar.n i:vith 
.li 1 and 10' r<'lfter members 
The wind load data used in the stress analyses of the 
32' b~rn roofs are shown in Table 8. The wind l oad and the 
dead load are combined into resultants acting at four equ lly 
divided spaces on each rafter :member. 
~ wind. A graphical stress analysis of this barn roof 
is shown in Figure 14. T· bl e 9 shows a summary of the 
moments , shears , and stresses determined 1in this anal ys i s. 
The maximum bending moment found was 14, 760 in. lbs . at 
point 3 on the windward side . This moment produces a fiber 
stress af 1 ,724 #/ sq . in., "»hich is considerably under the 
allowable of 3 , 000 #/sq . in. However , the 211x611 mem er is 
smallest standard for this barn with the rafters spaeed on 
2 t centers . The u~ e of a 2nx4u member would result in a. 
fiber stress of 4, 140 #/sq. in. With the centerline spacing 
increased to 3' , the ma.x ·mum fiber stress , using the lareer 
member , ~,ould be 2, 585' /I/sq . in., which is well within the 
allowable working range . The maximum bending moment· for the 
joints is ll t910 in.lbs . 
The maximum horizontal shear is 42 . 7 #/sq. in.. Hence , the 
horizontal she8r is not a fac t or of primary importance in the 
design of this roof. 
The maximum direct stress is 20.1 #/ sq . in., ihich is of 
-65-
Table 8. Wind Load Data for Two Rafter Gambrel Barn Roofs 
32' Barn - 70 M.P.H. Wind 
Wind 90° to S.ide 
: : 14' & io• : i4• & ~· 
• • 
s :Pres-
: Rafter Members : Rafter Members 
:Total:Dead:Result-:Total:Dead;Result-
p :Load: ant : P :Load: ant Load: Coert"i-: sure 
N i t 
1 : 1.0 : 1 • : 
2 : .96, : 12.55't 
3 : .81; : 12.5'5': 
4 : .476 : 12.55: 
5 : -.50* : 12.55: 31.4t 25 : 
6 c -.6o : 12.55: 3?.7: 2s : 
7 : -.60 : 12.551 37.7: 25' : 
8 : -.60 : 12.55: 37.7: 25 : 
9 : -.60 : 12.55: 37.?1 25 : 
10 : -.60 : 12.55: 37.7: 25 : 
11 : -.60 : 12.55: 37.7; 25: 
~12 : -.60 : 12.?5: 37.7, 25 : 
13 : -.60 : 12.5'5:, 52.7: 35 : 
14 : -.60 : 12.55: 52.7: 35 : 
15 : -.60 l 12.55: 52 .7: 35 : io : -,60 : 12.22: 52.z: 35 a 
.o: 3 : 
: 85.0: 35 : 101.5 
94. 0 : 71. 7: 3 5 : 88. 5. 
66.5 c 41.9: 35 : 61.0 
13.6 : 37,6: 30 ' 21.1 
18.3 : 45.2: 30 : 26.4 
18.3 : 45.2: 30 : 26.4 
18,3 : 45.2: 30 : 26.4 
18.3 : 45.2: 30 : 26.4 
18.3 S 45.2: 30 I 26,4 
18.3 : 45.2: 30 : 26,4 
18.3 : 45.2: 30 : 26.4 
46.4 : 52.7: 35 : 49.3 
46.4 : 52.1: 35' : 49.3 
46.4 : ;2. 7: 35 : 49.3 
46.4 i 22,71 35 I 49.3 
wind 900 to End 
1 :-1.6 
2 :-1.6 
3 :-1.6 
4 :-1.6 g :-1.6 .:-1.6 
:-1.6 
: 
: 
: 
:: 
: 
: 
i2.;;:141.0: 3; : 127.0 :141.0: 35 : 129.8 
12.5'5tl41.0: 35 : 127 .o :141.0: 35 : 129 •. 8 
12.55:141.0: 35 : 127.0 :141.0: 35 : 129.8 
12.55:141.0: 35 : 127.0 :141.0: 35 : 129.8 
12.55:100.3: 25 : 74.0 :120.0: 30 : 96.4 
12.5'5•100.3: 25 : 74.0 :120,0: 30 : 96.4 
12.55:100.3: 25 : 74.0 :120.0: 30 : 96.4 
2 2 
•Negative sign denotes suction. 
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Table 9. Summary of Moments, Shears, and Stresses 
Rafter under Combined Dead ·and Wind Loads 
32 • Barn with 2" x 6° x 14' & 101 Rafter J.iembers 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
. Wind 90° to side 
• . : :Bending:Ver- :Hori~ : :Direct .. . 
: • . : Fiber :tical:zontal:Direct:Fiber • .. 
• • e :Thrust:Moment :Stress :Shear: Shear :Stress:Stress 
Pt . in . :in s " • .. n .. . . . A ' : 0 : 2 1: 0: 2 0: 42.70: 1.31 
i l 33.0: 157: 5',180: 605': 156: 25.65: 2.08 
2 ;160.0: 75:.i-t4,7501 1,722: 59: 9.69: 5.36 
3 :173.6: 85':+ 4,760; 1,724: ~l: 5.09: 8.76 
4 :102.4: 133:..;J.3,630: 1,592: 0: 13.13: 9.41 
B : 89~51 133:~1,910: 1,391: 125: 20.50: 44; 4.82 ' : ?8.5: 129:..;.io,130: 1,183~ 116: 19.05: 54; 5~91 6 55~2: 120: + 6,625: 774: 100: 16~42: 64: 7.01 
7 : 32~5: 113: + 3,672: 428: 85: 13~96: 77: 8.43 
8 • 9~2: 110: + 1,013: 118: 69: 11.32: 84: 9.20 • c • 0 • 110; O: O: 109: 17.91: 5: 0.55 • .
9 • 14.7: 110:-1 ,617: 189: 109: 17.91: 5: 0.55 • 
10 . 46.8 : 95: ... 4,450: 5'201 93: 15' .2?: 15: 1.64 ,. 
11 : 81.0: 83:- 6, 725: 785': 80: 13 .• 13: 25: 2.74 
12 ~118.5: 73:- 8,660: 1,011: 63: l0.35: 35: 3tt83 
D :140.0: 66:- 9,190: 1,072: 47: 7.72: 45: 4.92 
13 :145.5: 66:- 9,610: 1,122: 14: 2.30: 64: 7.01 
14 : 90.5: 97:- B,777: 1,024: 20: 3,28: 94: 10.28 
15' : 48.o: 136:- 6,525: 762: 55: 9.03: 124: li.58 
16 : 15.4: 179:- 2 '756: 322: 90: 14.78: 154: l .85 
• : 22 : O: . 2 • 20 2: 184: 20 4 • . • 
Horizontal Reaction A : 22 Horizontal Reaction E = 20 
Vertical Reaction A : 140# · Vertical Renction E~ 97# -
Wind 90° to End 
A : 0 ; 407: 0: 01 310: ;0.90: 266: 29.12 
1 : 18.5: 349:- 6,460: 755: 18?: 30.70: 394: 32.20 
2 ; 42 •. 6: 332:-14,140: 1,652: 64: 10 .. 51: 326: 35.70 
3:: 46.0: 361:-16,620: 1,942:. 59: 9.69: 361: 39.52 
4 : 32 .. 8: 4261-13,980: 1,632: 181: 29.73: 387: 42.35 
B : 24.0: 426:-10,2zo: 1,193: 57: 9.361 422: 46 .15 
5 : 25.3: 432:-10,930: 1,277: 15: 2.46: 433: 47.40 
6 : 23 .3: .451:-10,060: 1,173: 90: 14.78: 444: 48 .60 
7 : 16.3: 481:- 7,840: 915: 163: 26.78: 454: 49.70 
8 : 6.0: 520:- 3,120: 364; 235: 38.6o: 463: 50.65 
c : 0 20: 0 : 0 : 8 6 : 46 : 0 6 
Horizontal React ion A : l~ 
Vertical Rer etion A = ~ 6# 
no coneern in this design. 
The horizontal reaction at A is 221# and the vertical 
reaction at the sa.me point is 140# 1 which are the maximum 
reactlons for the roof . 
~ Wind . A graphical analysis of the above barn with 
the wind to the end is shown in Figure 15. Table 9 shows a 
summary of the moment r- , shea.rs , and stresses , determined in 
this analysis. 
The maximum bending moment is - 16, 620 in.lbs . at point 
3, which is the same point of the maximum bending moment with 
the wind. to the side . However , with the iv-ind to the end , 
compression is ereated on the inner fibers and tension on the 
outside fibers . The maximum f i ber stress crea.ted is 1 , 942 
#/sq.in. With the rafters spaced on 3" center s , the fiber 
stress would be 2 , 915 # /sq . in .,,, which is under the allowable 
stress . · The maximum bending moment for the rafter joints in 
this analysis is ... 10,220 1n .. l bs. 
The maximum horizontal shear is 50 . 9 I / sq.in . at point 
A. The shea.r is again too small to be of importance in this 
design. 
The maximum direct fiber stress is 50 .. 65 I/sq . in., which 
is also of no concern in the design of this roof. 
The horizontal reaction at A is 13571, and the vertical 
reaction is - 386# . In this case t he roof has a tendency to 
lift off of the plate.. To counteract this lifting force the 
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rafter must be securely fastened to the plate and studs . A toe 
nailed joint consisting of four 16d nails will safely resist 
a vertical pull of 386#. The holding powe~ of the nails was 
calculated by using the equat ·on P: 1150G D as shown in 
"Wood Handbook" (27). The react:.on at the ridge (point C) is 
520/I . This r0action must be considered in designing the rafter 
~~ 1e or collar beam. 
Combined ~ ~ wind load stress analysis , .3,g ' barn !!.llh 
l.1' Elli!. 12' rafter members 
~ ~. A graphical stress analysis of this barn 
roof is shovm in Figure 16. Table 10 shows a summary of the 
moments , shears, and stresses determined in this analysis. 
The maximum bending moment found is 14, 830 in.lbs . at 
point 3 on the windward side . This moment produces a fiber 
stress o'f 1,733 #/sq . in., -..vhich is well under the allowable 
working stress. However, t he 2"x6" member is the smallest 
standard piece of material that could be used for this barn 
"\ii th t he rafters spaced on 2 • centers . The use of £> 2 11x4" 
member would result in a f iber stress of 4 ,160 #/sq . in. The 
maximum bending moment for the joints is 12 , 350 in. lbs . on 
the l indward side . The bracing or splice used to join the 
r after members shoul d sta.rt at a point near the center of the 
lower ra~ter member (point 2) and run approximately to a 
-?1-
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Table 10. ~ ot Koments, Shears, and .stresses 
Rafter Under Combined Dead and Wind Loads 
32' Barn with 2"x6" x 14' and 12' :Raf'ter Members 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Wind 9fP to Side 
llor ·zon React on A = 3 · 
Ve-rt 1eal React1nn A • ll 
or zon al R~a.e an A = 2 - · 
Vertical Reaction A ::..37 
position midway between points 5 and 6 on the upper rafter 
member . 
'l'he maximum horizontal shear is 42.6 #/sq. in. This is 
approximately one-third of the allowable working stress and 
is of no .concern in the design of t hi s roof . 
The largest direct stress is 22. 5 #/sq .• in., which is 
also too low to be of any importance. 
The maximum horizontal reaction is 233# at A. The largest 
vertical reaction is 124# at E. Due considera tion should be 
giverr these r~actions when the plate extends very fa.r above 
the mow floor , as it is likely to cause too la,rge stresses in 
the studding. 
End wing,. A graphical stress analysis of this barn roof 
is shown in Figure l? _,. Table 10 shows a summary of the 
moments , shears , and stresses determined in this analysis . 
The maximum bending moment found is 21 1350 in.lbs . at 
point 3. Thls bending moment results in a fiber stress of 
2 7495' #/sq.in. The range o:f the moments of any significance 
is approximately the same as when the wind is from the side , 
and the results indicate that the braces should be placed in 
the same position as for the side wind .. The bendir1g moment 
at the joints is 17 , 610 in. lbs . 
The largest horizontal shear is 58 . 45 /i/sq .. tn • ., which is 
too low to be a limiting factor in t his design. 
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The maximum oi r eet stress is 50 .9 #/sq. in. 1 which is of' 
no concern in this analysis . 
The horizonte-1 reeictlon at the plates is 220ff . The vert1-
eal :reaction is - 37'5# . Both the vertical and horizontal 
reactions shoul.d be given due consideration in this des ign. The 
horizontal react ion may overstress the studding unless it is 
designed to resist moment caused 1)Y this reaction. The tendency 
or the barn roof with the 'wind to the end i .s t o lift off of 
the plates . A t oe nailed joint of at least four 16d nails. 
would be required to resist the vertical pull of this roof. 
The rea ct:i.on at the ridge is 541#1 which is of considerable 
i mportance in designing thE: r af'ter tie at that point . 
,·... -
Combined dead and wigd load stress a;uaJ;ysj.s , .3i!. pa;rn wf.th l£ 
and ~ rafter. ,member§ 
The wind load data used in the stress a.nalyses of the 34 • 
barn roofs are shown in 'fable 11 . The dead load and wind load 
e.re combined into resultants , which are c ons idered as acting 
at four equally divided sections on ea.c h r ~ fter member . 
Side wind . A graphical stress anal ysis of this barn 
roof, with the wind to the side , is shown in Figure 18 . 
fable 12 shows B summary of. the moments , shears , and str esses 
determined in this analysis . 
The maximum bending moment found is 15, 55'0 in. lbs . at 
point 3 on the windward side.. This moment creates a fiber 
-76-
Table 11. Wind Load Dat for Two Rafter Gambrel Barn Roofs 
34• Barn - 70 M.P.H. Wind 
Wind 90° to Side 
: I I 14'.t &; J2 i : 16' i 12 t 
: : : Rafter Members : Rafter Members 
: :Pres- :Tota1:Dead:Result-:Tota1iDead:Result-
Load:Coeffi-ssure : P :Load: ant : P :Load: ant 
No, : ~1ent :#~g ': ~ s ~ : . ~ : I J ~ s I 
1 :.0 s .~5s 8 .Os 3 : 10 .6 :100.4: s 123.2 
2 I .965 I 12.551 8$,0J 35 I 106.7 I 97.0s 40 : 119.7 
3 : .815 S l2.55t 7lec?I 35 : 93.7 S 81.9t 40 I 105,4 
4 : ,476 I 12.55: 41.91 35 S 66.4 I 47,8: 40 I 75.2 
5 I -.500 I 12.551 37.61 30 I 19.0 S 37.61 30 C 20.3 
6 : -.60 i 12.55: 45.2: 30 s 24.7 • 45'.2: 30 : 25.6 
7 : -.6o s 12.55, 45.2: 30 : 24.7 : 45.2: 30 • 25.6 
8 t -.60 I 12.551 45.2: 30 I 24.7 : 45.2s 30 I 25,6 
9 : -.60 : 12.55, 45'.21 30 : 24.7 : 45.2: 30 s 25 .. 6 
10 I -.60 S 12.55t 45,2: 30 I 24.7 l 45.2: 30 I 25.6 
11 : -.60 : 12.551 45.2: 30 : 24.7 : 45',2 30 : 25.6 
12 : -.60 : 12.55: 45.2s 30 : 24.7 : 45.2 30 : 25.6 
13 : -.60 : 12.55.: 52.7: 35 : 47.2 s 60.3 40 : 56.3 
14: -.60 : 12.55': ;2.71 35: 47.2: 60.3 40: 56.3 
15 : -.60 : 12.55: 52.7: 35 : 47.2 : 60.3 40 : 56.3 
16 ; -.60 1 12.55': 52.71 3~ ·' . 4z.2. s 60.3 40 ; 5'6.j 
Wind 90° to End 
l : ... 1.6 • 12.55:141.0: 3; : 128 .. o :1~0.S: 40 : 148.o • 
2 : -1.6 • 12.55:141.0: 35 : i2s.o :160,8: 40 : 148.o • 
3 : -1.6 : 12.55:141.0: 35' : 228.0 1160.8: 40 : 148.o 
4 : -1.6 ' 12.55:141,0s 35 ~ 128.o :160.8: 40 l 148.o ; : -1.6 I 12.55rl20,0: 30 : 95'.3 tl20.0: 30 f 96.0 
6 ; -1.6 : 12.55:120.0: 30 : 95.3 :120.0: 30 I 96.0 ~ t -1.6 ' 12.55:120.0; 30 : 95.3 1120.0: 30 I 96.0 ' -1.6 : i2.55:120.01 30 t 92.3 :J,?Q.Q: 30 t 26.0 
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Table 12.. Summary o:f Moments, Shears, and Stre.sses 
Ratter Under Combined Dead and Wind Loads 
34' Barn with 2"%6" xl4' & 12' Hafter Uembet-s 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Win4 9Q0 to Side 
or son · eae on A = · Hor aontal eaet ·on B = . 
Vertical Reaction A « 1491 Vertical Reaction B = 1011 
Wimi 900 to End 
Horlzonta. React on A = 4 
Vertical Reaction A =r.4.lJI 
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stress of 1,816 #/sq . in. This fiber stress is r.ell under 
the maximum allowable fiber stress of 3 , 000 #/sq.in. As a 
result , the 2ux6" rnmember can be assumed to carry the load 
without failure . The moment at he rafter joint B is 12.620 
in. lbs . The bracing materi al on this rafter should extend 
from point 2 on the lower nember to point 5 on the upper 
n1ember. 
The maxinmm horizontal shear in this rafter is 44.1 
#/sq . in. The maximum direct fiber stress is 21 .l#/sq . in. 
Neither of these stresses is large enough to take into con. 
sideration in the design of this roof . 
The largest horizontal reaction is 224# at A~ The l argest 
vertical re~ctlon is 149# at A. In considet·ing the· reactions, 
the horizontal reactjon is the more critical . The studding 
nru.st be checked for the stress that might be caused by this 
reaction. The reaction at the ridge is 118#. 
~ wind1 A graphical stress analysis of this barn, 
with the end wind, is shown in Figure 19. Table 12 shows a 
summary of the moments , sheers , and stresses determi ,ed in 
this analysis . 
The maximum bending moment is -lf , 900 in. lbs . This 
moment causes a fiber stress of 2 , 210 #/sq.in. From the 
results obtained in this analysis, the bracing material should 
start relatively close to point 2 on the lower rafter and 
extend to -- point 5 on the upper raf'ter . The moment at the 
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rafter joints is -14tl00 in . lbs . The 2 11x6•1 member will 
withstand these moments and stresses without failure . 
The largest horizontal shear is 54.1 #/sq. in., and the 
l argest direct fiber stress is 55.9 #/sq . in. These stresses 
are of no importance in this design. 
The horizontal reaction at the plate is 149#. The 
vert ical r e ction at the same point is - 413# . The reaction 
at C is 589#. A toe nailed joint , using four 16d nails , 
driven into a substantial plate member will safely resist 
the vertical pull of this r qfter (27). This allows a factor 
of safety of about 5,8 for a 70 M. P.H. wind . 
Combined dead and !:.!rui load stress analY§is , .3.i' ~ with 
1§.' ~ 1£' rafter members 
Side !'.!ru!· A graphical stress analysis of this barn , with 
a side wind , is shovm in Figure 20 . A summary of moments , 
shears , and stresses found in this analysis is presented in 
Table 13 . 
The maximum bending moment is 19,130 in. lbs . at point 
3. This moment creates a fiber stress of 2,233 #/ sq . in., 
lhich is considerably under the allowable stress of 3 , 000 
#/sq.in .• for this type of loading . The bending moment at the 
r after joint is 15,620 i n . lbs . It would be desirable in 
this design to h .. ve a brace f'rom point 2 on the lower rafter 
member to point 5 on the upper r after member . The bending 
} 
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Table 13. Summary of Moments ,, Shears, and Stresses 
Ra:fter Under Combined Dead and Wind Loads 
34• Barn with 2"x6" x 16' & 12' Rafter Members 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Wind 90° to Side 
: : : ~Bending:V'er- :Hori- : :Direct 
: : : t Fiber : tical:.zontal:Direet:Fiber 
: e :Thrust:Moment :Stress :SheartSh.ear :Stress:Stress 
Pt : in . : · : : . : t · s tt 
4 : : 3 ·. ; I I 304.; 0: 
1. : 37.2: 18?:+ 6,.950: 811: 186: 30.53.· ·.= 17: 
2 :178.5': 89:+15',,890t 1,.854: 73: 11.98: '1: 
3 ::208.0: 92:+19,1301 2,,233: 26: 4.27: 87: 9.5'2 
4 :115.3: 155':+17,900; 2,090: 93: 15~25': 124: 13.~8 
B :100.8: 15'5:+15',.620: lt82J; 145': 23~80: 5'6: 6.13 
5 t 8?.0: 150:+13,050·1 l,5'23: 132t 21.681 73: ? .99 
6 i 58.6: 143:+ 8,375': 9781 112: 18 .• 40: 90: 9.85 
7 : 33.0: 140·:+ 4,6201 539: 91: 14.93: 106: 11.60 
8 : 8.8: 141:+ 1,242: 145: 72: ll.82: 122: 13.35 
C : 0 : 141: Ot O: ?2t 11.82: 122: 13.35 
9 : 17.0; 141:- 2,.395': 279: 140: 23.00: 14: 1.53 
10 : 53. 7: 124:- 6,665'1 778: 121: 19.88: 29: 3.17 
11 : 93.1: lll:-10,330: 1,208: 101: 16~5'9: 46: 5.03 
12 :129.2: 102:-13,180: 1,53?: 80: 13~13: 62: 6.78 
D :144.0: 99:-14,250: l,664: 60: 9.85: 78: 8.53 
13 :146.6: 99:•14,510: l,,692t 10: 1.64: 98: 10.72 
14 : 92.6: 139:-12.880: ' 1,503: 32: ; ,.26: 135': 14.?7 
15 : 49.5: 187:- 9,260: 1,080: 76: ·12.48: l?O: 18.60 
16 : 15.5': 239,··( 3,?05t 432: 119t 19.54: 2o6: 22.55 
: 0 : 2 . : Ct O: 162: 26 60: 244: 26 0 
Horizonta Reaction A = 2 Horizonta Reaction E = 2 
Vertical Reaction A = 15'0# Vertical Reaction E = 15'0# 
A : 0 : 465: 6: 
l : 23 ,. 382:- 8,985t 
2 : ;a:1; 350:-20,300: 
3 : 66.5: 373:-24,800: 
4 : ;o. 5: 449:-22 ,.680: 
B : 40.8: 449:-18,330: 
5 : 41.6: 463•-19,240: 
6 : 36.0: 496:-17,830: 
7 : 24.0: 542:-13 ,020: 
8 : 8.6t 603:- 5,185• 
c t 0 t 60 t 0: 
Wind 90• to End 
Ot 
i,0501 
2,370: 
2,898: 
2,650: 
2,145': 
2,248: 
2,085: 
.1,520: 
606: 
(): 
Horizontal Reaction A = 23 
Vertical Reaction A =-404# 
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moment , created on the leeward side of this barn roof and on 
the same side of the other barn roors , is considerably less 
than the bending moment on the windward side . In this 
analysis the maximum bending moment on the lee~ard side is 
-14, 510 in. lbs . at point 13 on the lower rafter member . 
The gre test horizontal shear is 49 . 9 #/sq . in,, and 
the greatest direct fiber stress is 26 .,7 #/ sq.in. Neither 
of these stresses is a limiting factor in the design of this 
barn roof . 
The greatest horizontal react i on at the plates is 266# 
at hinge A. The vertical reactions are 150# at both hinge A 
and E. The reaction at the ridge is 141# . The horizontal 
reaction at A is large enough that the stresses in the stud-
ding should be checked for this roof . A toe nailed joint of 
three 16d nails will safely resist the horizontal thrust at 
joint A. 
iJ.nS nng. A graphic stress analysis of this barn with 
an end wind is shown in Figure 21 . A summary of the moments , 
shears, and stresses found in this analysis is presented in 
Table 13 . 
The maxinmm bending moment is - 24 , 800 in . lbs ., at point 
3. This bending moment creates a fiber stress of 2 , 898 #/ sq . 
in., which is below the allowable working stress of 3,000 #/ sq . 
in. 
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The results of this investigation show that the rafter 
bracing will be much more valuable if it is placed between 
point 2 on the lower rafter member and point 5 on the upper 
rafter member. The bending moment at the joints is -18,330 in . 
lbs . 
The maximum horizontal shear found in this roof analysis 
is 63.2 #/sq . in . The maximum direct fiber stress is 55.9 #/ 
sq.in. These stresses are too low to be of any importance 
in the design of this roof . 
The horizontal thrust at the plates is 233# . The verti-
cal reaction is -404# . The reaction at the ridge is 603# . 
These reBctions are important factors in selecting methods of 
fastening the r P..fters at the ridge Pnd plates . A toe nailed 
joint of at least four 16d nails would be required to resist 
the vertical pull of this roof . However, toe nailed joints 
should not be depended upon alone to hold a rafter at the 
plate. It is desirable to have a r after brace or tie extend-
ing from the rafter member to the stud. 
Combined de,d aqd ~load stress analysis , J.2' barn with 
12' and la.!, rafter members. 
The vind load data used in the stress analyses of the 
36• barn roors is shown in Table 14. The dead load and wind 
load are combined into resultants , which are considered as 
acting at four equally divided sections on each rafter 
Table 14. Wind Load Data for !wo Rafter Gambrel Barn Roofs 
36 1 Barn - 70 M.P.H. W1nd 
Wind 90° to Side 
: : : 16' I i2' : lb r ! 14 • 
: t . : R~fte: MemJ2ers . : Ratts:it Membe;rs 
: :Pres- tTotal:Dead1Result-1Total:Dead:Result-
Loa.d:Coeff.1-; sure 1 P .:.Load: ant : P tLoad: ant 
No : · ie t : · s '• : · : 1 :: 
: l.O t 12. 1100.4: 127.. tl00 .. 4: 40t 122.7 
2 t 0.965': 12.5;': 96.8: 120.o 1 96.Ss 40: 118.9 
3 .s o.815': 12.5'5: 81.8: 107.0 : Sl.8: 40: 10;.2 
4 : 0.476·: : 12.55: 47.7; 40.: 7;.3 :; 47.71 40: 73.8 
5 : -o.;o : 12.5'5: 37.,: 30: ia.7 : 47.1: 35": 27.7 
6 ; -o.6 : 12.5'5: 45.2t 30: 24.0 : 52.7: 35't 31.5' 
7 : -o.6 : i2.;;: 45.2: 30: 24.0 : ;2.1: 35: 31.5' 
8 :: -o.6 : 12.55, 45.2:, 30: 24.o :: 52.7: 35: 31.; 
9 : -o.6 : 12.55: 45'.2: 30: 24.0 : ;2 .. 7, 35: 31.; 
io : -o.6 : 12.$5': 45.21 30: 24.o : ;-2.1: 35, 31.,-
11 : -o .. 6 .: 12.55: 45.2: 30: 24.o : ;2.1: 35: 31.5 
12 : -o.6 t 12.55: 45.2: 30: 24.0 .: ;2 .. 1: 35: 31 •. 5' 
13 : -o.6 : 12.55: 60.3: 40: 54.3 t 60.3• 40: 56.7 
14 : -o.6 s i2.5;:c 60.3: 40: 54.3 i 60.3: 40: 56.7 
15 : -o.6 • 12.55': 60.3: 40: 54.3 ; 60.3; 40: 56.7 
16. , -o.6 :. 12.;s:: 6o.3: 40: . 24.3 1 6o.3; 4o; 56.z_ 
Wind 9rf' to End 
1 : -1.6 ~ 12. 5'.;;:lbl .• O;· 40: 146.0: :161.0: 40: 14'.!. 7 
2 : -1.6 : 12.55:161.0: 401 .146.o :161.,0: 401 148.7 
3 : -1~6 : 12.55:161.0: 40: 146.o :161.0: 401 140.7 
4 : -1.6 : i2.5;1161.o: 40t 146.o :161.01 401 148.7 
; : -1.6 : 12 .55:120.0: 30: 9;.o :141,0: 35: 114,2 
6 : -1.6 : 12.55:120.0: 30:: 95.0 :141.0:: 35': 114.2 
7 : -1.6 : 12.55:120.0: 301 95.0 t141,0: 35: ll4.2 
8 : -1.6 i J6.55:J.2Q.Q: 3Q;' 97.0 .:141.0t Jli: J.14,2 
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member . 
~ ~. A graphical stress analysis of this barn roof , 
with the wind to the side, is shown in Figure 22. A summary 
of the moments , shears , and stresses determined 1n this 
ana ysis is presented in Table 15. 
The maximum bending moment found is 19, 780 in. lbs. at 
point 3 on the lower rafter member . This moment creates a 
fiber stress of 2 , 308 #/sq.in., which is considerably under 
the allowable working stress of 3 , 000 #/sq . in. The bending 
moment at the rafter joint is 16,120 in. lbs . on the wind-
ward side . The moments on the leeward side are smaller than 
the ones on the win:lward side; therefore , it is not necessary 
to consider them in this design . The rafter brace on this 
barn should be located between point 2 on the lower rafter 
member and point 5 on the upper rafter member . 
The maximum horizontal shear is 50 . 7 #/sq.in., and the 
maximum direct fiber stress is 24. 9 #/sq . in. I t is not 
necesse.ry to consider either of these stresses in this design. 
The largest reaction found in this analysis is 310# at 
plate A. The horizontal component of this reaetion is 262# . 
The vertical co~nonent is 166#. The reaction at C is 132# . 
The stresses created in the studding due to the horizontal 
reaction should be checked for tlis roof . The rafter member 
for this roof should be connected to the plate with at least 
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Table 15. Summary of Moments, Shears, and Stresses 
Rafter Under Combined Dead and Wind Loads 
361 Barn with 2ux6" x 161 & 12' Rafter Members 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Wind 90° to Side 
Horizonta Reaction A = 2 2 Horizonta Reaction E = 24 
Vertical Reaction A = 166/I Vertical Reaction E = 128# 
Wind 90° to End 
A : 0 • 475: O: 0; 370: 60.72: 299: 32.72 • 
1 : 21.5: 405:- 8,710: 1,018: 228: 37.42: 3i3: 36.44 
2 • 51.~s 380:-19,580: 2 ,285: 88: 14.4~: 3 9: 40.37 • 
3 • 57. : 411:-23,750: 2,713: 54: 8.8 ·: 406: 44.40 • 
4 : 43.0: 482:-20,7io: 2,420: 195: 32.03: . 441: 48.20 
B : 3i·5= 482:-16,1 O: 1,886: ?5: 12.32:. . 478: 52.30 5 : 3 .o: 489:-17,620: 2,058: 19: ~-12: 494: 54.10 
6 : 32.6: 523:-17,050: 1,990: 113: 1 .54: 5o8: 55.60 
~ ; 22.7: 566:-12,830: 1,490: 210: 34.48: . 523: 57.20 8.9: 617:- S,490: 641: 301: 49.40: 537: 59.90 
c : 0 • 61 : O: O: 01 4 40: : 0 • 
Hor zonta React on A = 1 
Vertical Reaction A =-437# 
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three 16d nails . There should also be a rafter tie from the 
end of the lower rafter member to the studding . 
~ ~. A graphical stress analysis of this barnt 
with an end wind, is shown in Figure 23 . A sunrnary of the 
moments , she rs, and stresses found in this analysis is shown 
in Table 15. 
The maximum bending moment is -23t750 in. lbs . at point 
3 on the lower rafter member. This moment produces a fiber 
stress of 2,713 #/sq.in. This stress is far enough under 
the allo~able of 3 , 000 #/sq . in. to be considered safe . The 
bending moment at the joints is -16,160 in. lbs . The brace 
on this rafter should extend froma point midway between 1 
and 2 on the lower rafter member to a point midway between 
point B and point 5 on the upper r~fter member . 
The maximum horizontal shear is 60 . 7 #/sq . in. and the 
maximum direct fiber stress is 59. 9 #/sq . in.. These stresses 
are not large enough to consider in this design. 
The reaction at the plate is 475#. The horizontal com-
poment of this reaction is 111#; the vertical component is 
-417#. The reaction at the ridge is 617#. Each of these 
reactions is large enough to warrant considerable attent5on 
in fastening the rafters for this barn roof . 
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Combi ned tiead and wind load stress anal:vsis , ~· barn with 
l2.!. and 14' rafter members 
Side win2 . Figure 24 shows a graphic stress analysis of 
this barn roof with the wind to the side . A summary of the 
moments , shears , and stresses is presented 1n Table 16. 
The maximum bending moment , determined in the analysis of 
this roof , is 19 ,-200 in . lbs .. at point 3 on the low·er rafter 
member . The fiber stress created by this moment is 2, 242 #/ 
sq . in. This rafter will take eare of the load produced by 
the 70 M,.P . H. wind ivithout failure ... The maximum bending 
moment at the joints is 15,,640 in .. lbs . at joint B. With 
this joint braced with material equally as good as the rafter , 
no failure should result here. 
The maximum horizontal shear is 49 . 4 II ls~ . 1:1. The max-
imum direct fiber stress is 21 . 1 #/sq . in. No f allure \vould 
be expected to result from these stresses .., 
The l argest reaction 1s 303 IJ: at plate A. The horizontal 
component ef this react ion is 262#. The ver tical component 
is 151#. The reaction at the ridge is 144#. In the large 
barns , such as the 361 barn and 40 ' barn, it becomes increas-
ingly important to give more consideration to the reactions at 
the pl ate and ridge . 
End r.vin-d . A graphical st.ress analysis of this barn roo.f ,. 
with the wind to the end J i s shown in Figure 25. Ta ble 16 
-c 
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Table 16. SUmmary of Moments, Shears, and Stresses 
Ratter Under Combined Dead and Wind Loads 
36• Barn with 2ux6u x 16' & 141 Rafter Members 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Wind 90° to Side 
or zontal Reaction A = 
Vertical Reaction A = 151# 
I r o : 56;': o: 
1 : 23.7: 420:- 9,960: 
2 : 60.8: 376:-22,860: 
3 : 75.0: 389:-29,200: 
4 : 62.5: 453:-28,320: 
B : 54.2: 453:-24,550: 
5 : 55.7: 468:-26,080: 
6 : 48.0: 508:-24,400: 
87 : 32.2: 570:-18,350: : 12.5: 645:- 8,060: 
t 0 : 64 : 0: 
Wind 90° 
0: 
1,164: 
2,670: 
3,410: 
3,310: 
2,870: 
3,038: 
2,850: 
2 ,143-: 
94-1: 
0: 
Hor zonta Reaction A = ? 
Vertical Reaction A =-430# 
to End 
418: 68.16: 
274: 45.00: 
129: 21.18: 
13: 0.21: 
158: 25.9?: 
75': 12.32: 
37: 6.0?: 
150: 24.63: 
2621 43.10: 
3?5: 61.60: 
: 61 60: 
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shows a summary of the moments ., shears , and str esses found in 
this analysis . 
The maximum bending moment created by thi s load i s 
- 29 , 200 in. lbs . at point 3 on the lower rafter member . This 
bending moment creates a fiber stress o~ 3 , 410 #/ sq . in . This 
fiber stress is too large for the 2"x6" member .. As it is 
neeessery to supply ~ rafter brace or tie to connect the raf-
ter members , it may be possible to place this brace in such a 
posit on thc>t it ·.rill strengthen the rafter members where 
they are overstressed. The rafter brace for this barn should 
extend from a nosition mid11ay between point 2 and 3 on the 
lower rafter to midway betwee~ point 5 and 6 on ·the upper 
rafter member . The bending moment at the joint s is - 24 , 550 
in. lbs . This moment results in a fiber str ess of only 
2 , 820 #/sq . in~ ; therefore , it is not necessary to use material 
with a larger moment of inertia about its neutral a.xis 
than the moment of inertia of a 2°x6" member about i ts neutral 
axis . 
The maximum horizontal shear in this rafter is 68 .7 #;sq . 
in., and the maximum cirect stress is 57.? #/ sq . in. These 
stresses are not important in the design of this roof . 
The reaction at the plate, in this analysis , is 505#. 
The horjzontal component of this reaction is 267#~ The verti-
cal component is -430/I. The reaction at the ridge of this 
barn roof is 645# . Careful consideration should be given to 
-98-
conneeting the r fter of this barn to the plate and to the 
connection at the ridge . 
Stress analyses of three rafter gn.mbrel ba;:n roofs 
The ~ethod used in making stress analyses of th~ three 
r after gambrel b rn roofs is the same as that used in an lyz-
ing the two rafter gambrel barn roofs . This method is sum-
marized on p~ge 58. 
Dead lord st;cess enalyses .Q.f: ~ ..32' apd .1:Q' M!:!l roofs 
.3.Q • '">grn 1!1.ih lit , .J.Ql. ! 8 ' rafters , A graphic str ess 
analysis of this barn under dead load is presented in Figure 
26. T"'ble 17 shows a summary of the moments , shears , and 
stresses taken from this analysis . The moments in this 
analysis were calculated algebraicall y and checked graphically. 
The maximum bending moment found is 1,075 in. lbs . at 
points 2 and 3. This moment produces fiber stress of 125.5 
#/ sq . in., which is relatively small when compared to the 
allowflble s tress of 1 , 200 #/sq . in. f or permanent loading . No 
moment is creat ed at the rafter joi nts as a stable roof shape 
was used in this analysis . 
The maximum horizontal shear is 6. 24 #/sq . in. and t he 
maximum di rect stress is 36.6 #/sq. in. These stresses are 
of little concern when a stable roof shape is used . 
The reaction at A is 335#. The r orizontal comr onent of 
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this reaction is 95#. The vertical component is 320/f, whieh 
is the Yeight of the roof for th?t side . 
iQ' barn with 14', 12• ., ~ ..§,1 rafters, A graphic stress 
analysis of this barn under dead load is presented in Figure 
27. Table 18 shows a summary of the moments , shears, and 
stresses taken from this analysis . The moments in this 
analysis were calculated algebraically and cheeked graphically. 
The maximum bending moment found is 1 , 128 in ... lbs, at 
point 6 on the middle rafter member . The stress created by 
this moment is 131 . 8 #/sq .• in.. This stress is not likely to 
cause any l arge amount of deflection over a long period of 
time . 
The maximum horizontal shear is 6.24 #/sq.in., and the 
maximum direct fiber stress is 39 #/sq.in. These stresses 
are of little concern in a roof subjected to dead loads . 
The :reaction at A is 358# . The horizontal component of 
this reaetion is 110#; the vertieal comf>onent is 340#, which 
is the weight of the roof on tha,t side . 
Combined dead 1ll!£l nng :;&oad §tress analysis 1 J2: barn !!ill 
~·.lQ•, ~ 11' rafter memper§ 
The wind load data used in the stress analyses of the 
36' three rafter gambrel barn roofs a.re shown in Table 19. 
The dead load and wind load are combined into resultants,. 
which are considered as acting at four equally divided 
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Tab1e 1'9. Wind Load Data f'or ~ee Ra.f'ter Gambrel Bam Root's 
3.6• Barn - 70 K.P.H. Wind 
Wind 90° to Side 
-104-
sections on each of the three rafter members . 
Side wind. A graphic analysis of this barn roof is illus-
trated in Figure 28. Table 20 shov:s a summary of t he moments , 
shears, and stresses taken from this diagram. 
The maximum bendi moment is 39 , 460 in . lbs. at jo.nt 
B. This moment creat,~ s a. fiber stress of 4,610 #/sq . in., 
which is considerably above the allowable of 3 , 000 # / sq . in. 
To reduce the stress below the allo. able stress , it is neces-
sary to use anoth -r member other than the 211 x611 member. By 
using P 2"x8" member , the f iber stress is reduced to 2, 590#/ 
sq . in., which is a s afe stress :for this loading . 
The horizontal shear for thi.s rafter is 71#/ sq-.,.in . ; the 
direct fiber stress is 45. 7 # / sq . in. The horizontal shear is 
the only one tha t could possibly be of any concern in this 
design. However , it is below t he allowable shear of 120 #/ 
sq . in. 
The largest reaction at the plate for t his r oof is 509# 
at plate G. The }>orizontal component of this reaction is 
420#; the vertical component is 287# . Since the three rafter 
gambrel barn roofs are fast r ned at the mow floor , these re~ct­
ions will have no effect on the size of studding used . 
!n£ wind . A graphical analysis of this barn , with an end 
wind is shown in Figure 29 . Table 21 shows summary of 
moments , shears , and stresses determined in this analysis . 
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Table 20. SUmma.r7 of o :nts, Shears, Stresses 
Rafter Under Combined Dead nd w.tnd Loads 
36• Barn with 2ttx6tt x 14' t 10' 81 Rafter her 
Binged at Plate and 1dg 
J u 
I S 
I t 
• J!hrust• 
ind 90 to Side 
1Liid1ng1Ver- 1Horl• t iDlrect 
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Table 21. ·Stmmta17• of Uomenu, Shears, and Stltesses 
Ratter Under Combifted Dead & Wind Loads 
36' Barn w1 th 2•x6• x14' . io•, & 8' Batt.er ltembers 
Ringed at Pf.ate ind Ridge 
Wind 90° tit End 
- 109-
The maximum bending moment in this barn roof i s - 31 , 420 
in.lbs . at point 4 on the lower rafter member . This bending 
moment causes a stress of 3 , 670 #/ sq . in . in the member . This 
fiber stress is too l arge for what is considered a sa£e allow-
able stress . By the use of a 2"x8 '' member , the stress would 
be reduced to 2 , 064 #/ sq . in. The largest bending moment et 
the joint for this roof is - 29 , 900 in. lbs. at joint B. 
The l argest horizontal shear in this rafter member is 
72 . 6 #/sq.in.; the lar est ~ irect fiber stress is 67 #/sq.in. 
Neither of these tresses is an important factor in this 
design . 
The reaction at the plates is 510f! . The horizontal com-
ponent of this re ction is 312#; the vertical component is 
-410#. The reaction at the ridge is 669#. 
Combined ~ Ell!! nug, load stress analysis , J.2' .lliil:!l 1i.th 
li!.,12 1 , ~ ~' rafter members 
~ wind . An illustration of a grt1phical analysis of 
t:. is barn roof , with a side wind, is shown in Figure 30. A 
summary of the MOmBnts , shears, and stresses found in this 
an l~rsis is presPnted in Tahle 23 . 
The maxinmm bending moment found is 45 , 250 in.lbs . at 
point 5. This momP-nt creates a fiber stress of 5)281 #/ sq . 
in., which i~ considerably over the allowable working stress 
of 3 , 000 #/sq . in. The use of a 2"x8" rafter would reduce 
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-112-
this stress to 2,970 #/sq.in. This rafter would safely 
resist the maximum bending moment due to this load . The 
largest bending moment at tho rafter joints is 44 , 630 in. lbs . 
at joint B on the windward side . 
The largest horizontal shear found in this analysis is 
?6. 2. #/sq.in. The maxinmm direct stress is 52.7 #/sq.in. 
These stresses are not limiting factors in this design . 
The largest reaction is 57711 at plate G. The horizontal 
component of this reaction is 459#, and the vertical component 
is 350#. To resist these renctions it is necessary to secure 
some means of fastening these r afters to the plate other than 
toenailing . This can be done by using a rafter brace from the 
rafter to the studding . 
Jmg wind . A graphic analysis of this barn, with an end 
wind , is illust~ated in Figure 31. A summary of the moments , 
shears , and stresses found in this analysis is presented in 
Table 22. 
The maxinru.m bending moment found in the analysis is 
-37,750 in . l bs . at point 5 on the middle r after member . This 
moment produces a fiber stress of 4 7410 #/sq.in. If the 
2"x6" member was replaced by a 2nx8" member , the stress would 
be reduced to 2, 478 #/sq.in. The maximum bending moment at 
the joints is -36,740 in. lbs. at joint B. 
The l argest horizontal shear in this rafter is 73 . 9 #/sq. 
in. The maximum di rect s tress is 68 .4 #/sq.in. Neither of 
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these stresses is l arge enough to consider in this design. 
The reaction at the plates is 533 # . The horizontal com-
ponent of this reaction is 378#. The vertical component is 
-380/f. 
CoMbined ,.,ind ~ dead ~ stress analysis , ~.Q ' barn with 
li• ,Jg' ,~ D.' rafters 
The wind load~ data used in the stress analyses of the 
40 1 barns are shown in Table 24. The dead load and wind load 
are combined into res11l tants , which are considered as acting 
at four equ lly divided sections on each rafter member . 
~wind. A graphical analysis of this barn roof , with 
a side wind , is illustrated in Figure 32 . A summary of 
moments, shears, and stresses, determined in this analysis , 
is presented in Table 25. 
The maximum bending moment found in this analysis is 
45, 150 in. lbs . at point 5 on the middle rafter member . The 
fiber stress created in a 2"x:6" member by this moment is 
5,270 #/sq. in. This stress is 75.7 per cent higher than the 
allowable stress of 3 , 000 #/sq.in. By the use of a 2"x8 11 
member the stress is reduced to 2 ,960 #/sq.in. This memhPr 
can be relied upon to carry the maximum moment created i n this 
barn roof . The ma.ximum bending moment a.t the joints is 
44,350 in. lbs . at joint B. 
-11;-
Table 24. Wind Load Data for Three Rafter Gambrel Barn Roofs 
40' Barn -70 M.P.H. Wind 
Wind 90° to Side 
: : : . 14' 12 I , & 8' : 14' 12' , & 10' 
: : : Ratter Members : Ratter Members 
: :Pres- :Total:Dead:Result-:Total:Dead:Result-
Load:Coeffi-ssure : P :Load: ant : P :Load: ant 
Jo.: cien~ :#/:;g ': I_ : I ; I I I_ : I : I 
l : o.987: 12.55: 86.7: 35: 105.2: 86.7: 35: 104.3 
2 : 0.963: 12.55': 84.7: 35': 103.1: 84.7: 35: 102.4 
3 : 0.937: 12.5'5: 82.3: 35: 101.2: 82.3; 35: 100.0 
4 : 0.913: 12.55': 80.3: 35: 99.0: 80.3: 35: 98.3 
5 : o.B?o: 12.55: 65.5: 30: 87.2: 65.5: 30: 85.6 
6 : 0.745: 12.55: 56.l: 30: 78.2: 56.1: 30: ?6.6 
7 : o.555: 12.55: 41.8: 30: 64.8: 41.8: 30: 63.5 
8 : 0.230: 12.55: 17 .3: 30: 42 .9: 17 .J: 30: 42 .o 
9 : -0.265: 12.55: 13.3: 20: 8.8: 16.6: 25': 12.6 
10 : -o.596: 12.55: 29.9: 20: 13.2: 37.4: 25: 18,9 
11 : -0.675: 12.55: 33.9: 20: 16.7: 42.4: 25': 23.0 
12 : -0.695: 12.55: 34.9: 20: 17.6: 43.6: 25: 24.1 
13 : -0.70 : 12.55: 35.2: 20: 17.8: 43,9: 25: 24.3 
14 : -0.70 : 12.55: 35.2: 20: 17.8: 43.9: 25: 24.3 
15 : -0.70 : 12.55: 35.2: 20: 17.8: 43.9: 25; 24.3 
16 : -0.70 s 12.55: 35.2: 20: 17.8: 43.9: 25: 24.3 
17 : -0.70 : 12.55: 52.8: 30: 41.6: 52.8: 30: 44.5 
18 : -0.70 : 12.55: 52,.8: 30: 41.6: 52.8: 30: 44.5 
19 : -0.70 : 12.55: 52.8: 30: 41.6: 52.8: 30: 44,5 
20 : -0.70 : 12.55: 52.8: 30: 41.6: 52.8: 30: 44.5 
21 : -0. ,13: 12.55': 62.7: 35: 5'9.4: 62.7: 35: 60.4 
22 : -0.737: 12.55: 64.7: 35: 6o.8: 64.7: 35: 62,0 
23 : -0.763: 12.55: 67.l: 35: 62.9: 67.l: 35: 64.5 
. 24 , -0.787= 12·22£ 69.2• a~~ 64.5: 69.2: 32t 66.1 
l : -1.6 : 12.;;:141.0: ~5: 131:7:141.0: 35: 133.2 
2 t -1.6 : 12.55:141.0a 35: 131.7:141.0t 35: 133,2 
3 : -1.6 s 12.55:141.0: 35: 131.7:141.0: 35, 133.2 
4 : -1.6 : 12.55:141.0: 35: 131.7:141.0: 35: 133.2 
65 : -1.6 : 12.55:120.0: 30: 102.2:120.0: 30: 105.l : -1.6 : 12.55:120.0: 30: 102.2:120.0: 30: 105.1 
7 : -1.6 : 12.55:120.0: 30: 102.2:120.0: 30: 105.1 
8 : -1.6 : 12.55:120.0: 301 102,2:120.0: 30: 105.l 
9 : -1.6 : 12.55: 80.3: 20: 62.lsl00,5: 25: 70.8 
10 : -1.6 : 12.55: 80.3: 20: 62.1:100.5: 25: 70.8 
11 : -1.6 : 12.55: 80.3: 20: 62.1:100.5: 25: 70.8 
i2 : -1.6 : i2.25: ao.3: 20: 62.11100.21 22: zo.8 
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The maximum horizontal shear found in this analysis is 
75. 5 #/ sq . in. The maximum cirect stress is 46 . 4 #/ sq . in. 
These stresses are not import nt factors in this design . 
The largest reaction at the plates is 524# at plate G on 
the leewar d side . The horizontal component of this reacti.on 
is 442# . The vertical component is 242# . The reaction at the 
ridge is 302# . 
~ ~. A graphic analysis of this barn roof , with an 
end wind , is shown in Figure 33 . A summary of the moments t 
shears , and stresses , determi ned in this analysis , is presented 
in Table 26 . 
The maximum bending moment found is - 32 , 580 in. lbs . 
This moment creates a fiber stress of 3, 805 #/ sq . in , in a 
2"x6 11 member . This member is not large enough to safely 
resist this load .. By using a 2"x8n member the stress is re-
duced to 2, 140 #/ sq .. in. The 2°x8tt member can be relied 
upon to carry the load for this barn roof . The maximum moment 
at the rafter joints 1s - 31 ,050 in. lbs . at joint B. 
The largest horizontal sh ar in this roof is 72 ~7 # / sq . in. 
The largest dir ect fiber stress is 73 . 5 #/sq . in. These 
stresses re of no concern in this design. 
The reaction at the plates is 541# . The horizontal com-
ponent of this reaction is 293#. The vertical component is 
-455#. The reaction a t the ridge is 713#. 
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Table 26. 
40' 
Summary of Moments, Shears, and Stresses 
Rafter Under Combined Dead and Wind Loads 
Barn· with 2"x6" x 14 • 1 12 ' & 8 ' Rafter Members 
Binged at Pla~e and Ridge 
Wind 90° to End 
: : • :f!iending:Ver- :Hor!- : :Direct • 
• • : : Fiber :t1cal:zontal:D1rect:Fiber • • 
: e :Thrust:Moment :Stress 1Shear:Shear :Stress:Stress 
• : n • • ft • • • 
0 : 41: Os 0: 44 : 2. 4: 
19.8: 46~1- 9,2101 1,076: 3151 51.72: 
• 53.8: 41 :-22,280: 2,600: 1871 30.70: • 
73.6: 410:.-30,1zg: 3,~26: 5~: 9.69: 
: 73.5: 4431-32,5' 0: 3, 05': 6 : 11.17: 
: 70.1: 44~:-31,050t 3,625: 56: 9.19: 
68.3: 46 :-31,950: 3,.730: 42: 6.80: 
I 59.g: 513:-30,200: 3,525: 142: 23 .. 30: 
: 44. : Pl3: -2 5' 550: 2,983: 240: 39.40: 
: 26.2: 642:-16,8~0: 1,966: 337: 55.34: 
: 17.2: 644:-11,0 O: 1,292: 4: o.66: 
• 17.0: 652:-11,080: 1,292: 57: 9.36: • 
14.8: 667:- 9,880: 1,154: 118: 19.38: 
: 9.9: 687:- 6,800: 794: 1801 29.55: 
3.8: 713:- 2,710: 316: 241: 39.60: 
Table 27. Summary ot Moments, Shears, and Stresses 
Ratter Under Combined Dead and Wind Loads 
40' Barn with 2nx6u x 14' , 12 • and 10' Rafter Members 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
A : 0 : 553 : 0: 
1 : 22.6: 459 :-10,380: 
2 : 66.2: 388 :-25,680: 
3 sl00.4: 356 :-35,7501 
4 :108.5: 374 :-40,600: 
B :107.0: 374 :-40,040: 
'5 :103.7: 396 :-41,100: 
6 : 89.1: 445 :-39,650: 
7 : 68.3: 512 :-35,000: 
8 : 44.8: 588 1-26,370: 
c : 33.6: 588 :-19,780: 
9 : 31.01 613 : -19 ,0001 
10 : 25.8: 643 ·- 6,580: 
11 : 16.4: 681 :-11,180: 
12 : 6.0: 722 :- 4,330: 
D 0 : 2 : O: 
Horizontal Reaction A : 3 
Wind 90° to End 
0: 498: 81.77: 243: 26.60 
i,2121 387: 63 .53.: 275: 30.10 
3,000: 240: 39.40: 3071 33.60 
4,1701 111: 18.221 339: 37.10 
4,740: 17: 2.79: 372: 40.70 
4,673: 66: 10.84: 365: 39.96 
4,800: 33: 5.42: 394: 43.12 
4,630: 136: 22.32: 424: 46.40 
4,087: 236: 38.75: 453: 49.60 
3,077: 337: 55.35: 483: 52.85 
2,307: 48: 7.871 586: 64.10 
2,218: 114: 18.70: 601: 65.75 
1,935: 183: 30.05: 616: 6?.40 
1,307: 251: 41.20: 631: 69.00 
506: 321: 52.70: 646: 70.70 
O• 2 : 2 64 : 
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Combined wind ~ dead ~ stress analysis ,_ .iQ' ~ wi th 
14' , 12', ! lQ! r~fters 
Side ind. A gr aphic anal ysis of this barn roof , with a 
side wind , is shown in Figure 34. A summery of the moments , 
shears, and stresses determ~ ned in this nnalysis is presented 
in Table 28 . 
The maximum bending moment found is 47 ,250 in.lbs ~ at 
point 5 on the midn l e rafter member. This moment results in 
a fiber stress of 5,520 #/sq.in. when a 2"x6u rafter member 
is used . By using a 2°x8tt member , the stress woul d be reduced 
to 3,100 #/sq.in. This is slightly greater th n the allow-
able of 3 , 000 #/sq . in., but the difference is not l a.rge 
enough to warr -nt the use of a 2"xlO" member . The maximum 
bending moment at the joints is 46 ,100 in. lbs. at joint B. 
The maximum horizontal shear is 77.4 #/sq.in., and the 
maximum direct stress is 48 .4#/sq . i n. These stresses are 
< 
not l arge enough to consider in this design . 
The l~rgest reaction at the plates is 548# at pl ate G. 
The horizontal component of this reaction is 454#; the 
vertical component is 305# . The reaction at the ridge is 
130#. 
A graphical stress analysis of this barn r oof, 
with an en6 wind , is illustrated in Figure 35. A su..mmary of 
moments , shears , and stresses t determ ned in this analysis, 
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Table 28. Summary of ltoments1 Shears, and Stresses 
Ra.rter Under Combined Dend P.Jid Wind Lo~!ds 
40t Barn with 2°x6n x 14', 121 &.- 10' Rrd'ter 'Members 
Hinged at Plate and Ridge 
Wind 90°to side 
,. J ' ij -: : ' '' :llend'Lig:Ver:... ':Hori- : ' · :Direct 
: t i F1ber stical:zontal:D1reet1Fibor 
1 e :Thrust:Moment :Stress :Shear:Shear :Stres.s:Stress 
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is presented in Table 27 . 
The maximum bending moment found is - 41 , 100 in. lbs . at 
point 5 on the middle rafter member . This moment creates a 
fiber stress of 4 , 800 #/sq. in. in a 2°x6" member . By the 
use of a 2°x8n member the stress is reduced to 2,695 #/sq. 
1n. , which is a safe stress f or this loading . The maxirrru.m 
moment Pt the rs fter joints is -40, 040 in. lbs . a t joint 
B. 
The maximum horizontAl sherr in this roof is 81 . 8 #/ 
sq. in. These s tresses are too low to be alirniting factor 
in t i is design. 
The reacti:'n at the plates is 553# . The horizontal 
component of this renction is 381#; the vertical com onent 
is -396#. The reaction at the ridge is 722#. 
.. 126"!1' 
Plans and Specifications for Rafters 
After having analyzed roofs for the 32• , 34• , 36• , and 
40' barns , detail plans were drawn f'or the rafters of each 
roof . The plans for the rafters are shovm in Figures 36137, 
e.nd 38 . 
The rafters for the two rafter gambrel roofs are all 
similar in design ... This is due to the fact that the maximum 
bending moments for these roofs occur in approximately the 
same place. The r ange of the large moments where bracing i s 
needed is app:r-oximately the same . By the use of both the 
brace and the plate it is possible to secure a joint that is 
sufficiently strong to carry the necessary moment . These 
designs are similar to the rafter designed by Pickard .( 22) 
wr1 ich failed only a.f'ter a load equivalent to that produced by 
a 245 M. P.H .. wind was applied . However , the amount of 
material used in these rafters is considerably smaller a.nd 
the method of construction has bf'en simplified ,. 
The rafters for the three rafter gambrel roots have no 
significant diff erenee,. The maximum moments on these roof s 
are approximately in the same places ., These designs a.re 
similar to the rafter designed by Rice (23), which f'ailed 
vhen a load equivalent to that produeed by a 120 M. P. H. wind 
\S applied,. However., analyses in this investign tion showed 
11
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that a 2"x6" member was not l arge enough to carry a load pro-
duced by a 70 M. P.H. vrithout over stressing the members . .As 
a result, 2°x8n members were selected for the designs . The use 
of this size material reduced the fiber s tresses below the 
allowable of 3 ,ooo #/sq .• in. The size of the splice plates 
in these designs is considerably larger . Rice found that by 
the use of glued splice plates it was possible to secure a 
joint that s.nproached the strength of a. continuous member . 
Therefore, the splice plates used in these designs will safely 
carry the required loads . 
Specifications 
The specification for rafters for gambrel roofs may be 
listed as follows: 
Material,. 
1 . Lumber to be of a good structural timber corri.monly 
used for fr aming . 
2 . The grade should not be lower than No . 2 common. 
3. Pieces with defects in the out er fibers should not 
be used . 
Gluing 
1 . Glue to be self-bonding, water resistant, cold water 
casein mixed according to manufacturer's specifications . 
2 . Glue to be applied to one side of the two pieces of 
material forming the joint . 
-131-
Jailing 
l e. Nailing shall be done immediately a'.fter the applica-
tion of the glue. 
2. At lea.st 1 - 8d nail or its equivalent must be pro .... 
vided for each 8 square inches of glued surface . 
Piscµssion g! specificg.tions 
A brief discussion will explain why certain specifications 
were ma.de . 
The grade No. 2 eomnton was sele-eted as it is believed 
that this grade of material will withstand all loads to which 
it may be subjected. Defects in the outer :fibers may cause 
failure as the outer fibers of a beam have the greatest stress 
for this type of loading . 
Casein glue is recommended as it ·is water resistant and 
may be obtained at a reasonable cost . It may be mixed with 
water and it dries quickly-. Directions for the use of thj_s 
glue should be closely follovred.._ When first mixed , this 
glue is too stiff to use. After standing f o:r approximately 
twenty minutes1 it becomes thin and readily usuable . 
In order to seeu.re a good glued joint it is necessary to 
press the memb"ers toge ther with a relatively light pressure •. 
This can be accomplished by nailing the members toge t her with 
1 - 8d nail or its equivalent for each 8 square i nches of 
glued surface. 
-132-
Construction details 
Construction details for framing a barn using a gambrel 
roof a.r0 shown in Figure 39. At the. plate joint the rafter is 
toenailed to the plate and fastened to the studding by the 
means of a tie . At the ridge two it'x6" pieces are used for 
collar beams . The use or glue at all the joints will greatly 
increase the strength and.stiffness of the roof. 
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SUMMARY 
1 . This study was justified by: (a} value of farm buildings; 
(b) dc1ta on wind damage; (c) importance of wood as a build-
ing material; (d) inadequacy of present gambrel barn roof 
designs . 
2 . Previo, s investigatio 1 s of barn roof designs were reviewed . 
3. The service , structural , economic , and aesthetic require-
ments of _ the barn roof were discussed . 
4 . The determinat ion of barn sizes was discussed. 
5. The methods of fas tening mod joints were reviewed . 
6 . Wind pressures on gambrel roofs were investigated and the 
wind pressure distribution diagrams to be used in this 
study were selected. 
7. Stable shapes were determined for roofs for the 32 1 , 34',. 
36 1 , and 40' widths of barns . 
8. The rafters were assumed to be three hinged arches in 
t his investigation . 
9. The method used in making analyses of the barn roofs was 
discussed . 
10 . The allowable ivorking stresses for wood were reviewed . 
11 . Stable roof' shapes and Wooley ' s recommended pitches of' 
6/7 and 7/ 24 were analysed and compared structurally. 
12 . Dead load stress analyses of barn roofs were made for the 
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f ollov'ing: 
(a) A 34 1 barn with 14' and 12' rarter members 
(b) A 36 1 barn with 16 1 and 12' rafter members 
(c) A 36 1 barn with 14• , 1ot, and 81 rafter members 
( d) A 40' barn with 14', 12', and 8 1 rafter members 
13. Stress analyses of roofs under combined dead and wind 
loads were made for the following r 
( a ) A 32' barn with 14' and 10' rafter members 
(b) A 32 ' barn with 14' and 12' rafter members 
(c) A 34' barn v1ith 14' and 12' rafter members 
(d) A 34' barn with 16' and 12' rafter members 
(e) A 36• barn .with 16' and 12 ' ra.fter members 
(f} A 36 1 barn with 16' and 14' r Pfter members 
( g) A 36' barn with 14', 10', and 8' rafter members 
(h) A 36 • barn wi h 14', 12', and 8 1 rafter members 
(i) A 40 ' barn with 141 , 12', and 8 ' rafter members 
( j) A 40• barn with 14', 12', and 10 ' r after members 
14. The bending moments , shears, and stresses for each of 
the barns listed in 13 were discussed . 
15. Ple.ns of rafters were drawn for each barn analyzed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1 . The tendency for the ridge of the gambrel roof to. sag may 
be attributed to the following main causesi 
(a) Improper roof shape 
(b) Inadequate and improper bracing 
2 . Bending moments at the joints of rafter member s, using 
Wooley's recorr~ended pitehes of 6/7 and 7/24, may cause 
deflection of the joints which result in sagging along 
the ridge . 
3. There is no bending moment at the rafter joints when 
stable shapP-s are used for the roof tmder dead load. 
4. The bending moments are larger in the middle or the 
rafter member with Wooley ' s recommended pitches tha.n 
rafters with stable shapes. 
5. The general standard roof pitches do not utilize standard 
length mater ial. 
6. Stable roof shapes can be selected that use standard 
length material for any width of barn. 
7. Mom~nts, shears, and stresses created by dead loads on 
s t able shape roofs are not important factors in design 
of roofs . 
8. The bending moments caused by a 70 M. P.II. wind on the 
barn roofs analyzed are as follows s 
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(a) In the 32' barn with 14' and 10·1 membe:rs, the maximum 
bending moment produced is 16,620 in. lbs . The 
maximum fiber stress d$Veloped is 1 , 942 #/sq . in. 
(b) In the 32• barn with 14' and 12' members the max:imtun 
bending moment produced is 21, ,350 in.lbs .. 'l'he 
m.aximu:nt fiber stress is 2,495 #/sq.,in~ 
(c) The maximnm bending moment produced in the 341 barn 
with 14* and 12' members is 18,,900 in. lbs.. The 
fiber stress ere-ated by this moment is 2,210 #/sq ., 
in. 
(d) !'he maximum bending moment p:rodueed in the 34 t barn 
with 16' and 121 members is 24.,8-00 in. lbs . The 
.fiber stress created by this moment 1s 2,898 #/sq. 
in .. 
(e) In the 361 barn with 16" and 1;2t members, the 1nax1mum 
bending moment cl"e-ated is 23,750 in. lbs. This 
moment produces a fiber stress 01"" 2,?13 #/sq . in. 
(f) The maximum bending moment pro<luce.0. in the 36' barn 
with 16' and 14• members is 29,200 1n, lbs, The 
maximum fiber stress is 2,410 #/sq . in,,. 
(g) !n the three rafter gambx·el barns a moment of 
39 ,460 in .• lbs,. was produced in the 36t barn with 
l4t, io•,. and 8• members., With a 2ttx8" mHmber the 
maximum fiber stress is 2 1590 #/sq.in. 
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( h ) In the 36' barn with 14' , 12f , and 8' rafter members , 
the maximum bending moment of 45 , 250 in. lbs . is 
produced. The moment produces a fiber stress of 
2 ,.970 #/sq.in. in a 2ux8" member . 
{1) The maximum bending moment produced in the 40' barn 
with 14', 12', and 8• members is 45 ,150 in. lbs. 
This nroduces a fiber stress of 2 ,960 #/sq . in. in 
a 2 11 x 8" memb'er . 
(j) I n the 40' barn with 14' , 12' , and 10' members , the 
maximum bending moment produced is 46, 100 in. lbs .. 
The maximum fiber stress is 3, 020 #/sq. in. 
9. Hor izontal she r and direct stress have no effect on 
rafter designs . 
10. The end wind produces the greatest moment on the two 
rafter gambrel bar ' roofs . 
11 . The side ·wind produces the greatest moment on the t hree 
r after gambrel barn roofs . 
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